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Moberly withdraws bill requiring govt. class
By Ken Holloway
News editor
The Kentuc
House BUI 292 could have been a big thorn
Ge
to the sides of students who may not have had
a strong backgound in American government
But because "it was not that important of a bill,"
state Rep. Harry Moberly, D-Richmond, de- ter 164 to require every state-supported college
cided to withdraw the bill Wednesday.
and university to provide a course of instruction
HB 292, also sponsored by stale Rep. Wal- in American government.
ter Blevins, D-Morehead, would have created a
The bill would have prohibited a college or
new section of Kentucky Revised Statue Chap- university from conferring a baccalaureate or

lesser degree lo any person unless the student
has earned credit for the course or has previously passed an examination on the same.
The bill woul have permitted the college or
university to determine whether the student had
satisfied this requirement if the student successfully completed a substantially equivalent course
or examination at another accredited college or
university.
HB 292 went lo the House Committee of
Education Jan. 12 and was still in the commiue
before. Moberly withdrew it.

Moberly said there were many questions
about the bill which he believed was detracting
from some other important business like the
financing for higher education.
"The bill was getting more attention than it
really deserved. We need to concentrate more
on the budget," Moberly said. "We don't need
little things like this bill to detract from our
concentration about the budget."
Because of the importance of Go v. Wallace
S« BILL, Pose A7 Herry Moberly

City mayor
calls shots;
five resign

Progress photo by JEFF COATNEY
Former Qov. Collins speaks to students Jan. 31 about her administration during a Kentucky government class.

Gov.
Collins
returns
to
classroom
Kentucky home
to bright minds,
Collins says
By Becca Morrison
Staff writer
Though Harvard is home lo some
of the brightest minds in the country,
former Gov. Martha Layne Collins
said she has encountered some exciting exchanges with students in
Kentucky comparable to those she
experienced while spending spring
semester last year as a fellow at the
esteemed Ivy League college.
Collins visited the university last
Wednesday lo teach a Kentucky
Government and Politics class and
to appear on a university television
program, 'Town Hall," which focused on her role as governor.
Collins came at the invitation of
Dr. Paul Blanchard, the university
government professor whose class

she taught and a long-time admirer
of Collins' politics.
Collins' speech highlighted her
career as governor, related her activities since leaving office and
fielded questions from students.
She said improvements in the
areas of education and economic
development were the most important achievements of her administration.
'The two go hand in hand,"
Collins said, "as the citizenry is
educated, more jobs come to the
community."
As governor of Kentucky,
Collins said she tried to be an
ambassador, concerning herself
with the image the state projected.
"I'm proud of Kentucky,"
Collins said. "We have a great deal
of resources — our light has been
hidden under a bushel for too long."
After leaving office, Collins
still continues to "promote Kentucky."

She has traveled around the
United States and to Panama, Japan, Mexico and Hawaii since her
term ended. She recently spent two
semesters as an executive in residence at the University of Louisville's school of business and one
as a fellow at Harvard, she said.
Collins cited the arrival of the
Toyota automotive plant to Georgetown as the chief economic gain
her administration made.
Toyota, she said, resulted in an
actual $1.2 billion investment for
the stale of Kentucky.
The plant also "made Kentuckians go back to college," she
said. With 70,000 Kentuckians applying for 3,000 jobs, some were
inspired to further their education,
Collins described her efforts to
she said
woo
the Toyota company
Collins was questioned during
the filming of'Town Hall" by host to Kentucky when she was
Blanchard, and panelists Scott Chil- governor.
S« COLLINS, Page A6

By Jeff Newton,
Jennifer Feldman and
Terry Sebastian
Since Jan.2, the day Ann Luxon
Durham took office as mayor,
Richmond city government has undergone a dramatic metamorphosi s.
Under the previous administration,
the city commission and the mayor
had waged veritable small-scale wars
over issues such as garbage collection, underage drinking and the location of a landfill.
Now, an ordinance that would
effectively merge twocity departments
and dissolve up to nine positions
passed in a four-minute second reading without so much as a whimper.
•••
A typical city commission meeting now is much quieter, less vindictive.
In all, 32 ordinances have been
proposed by the Richmond City
Commission this year, which Durham, as mayor, chairs. All 32 have
passed without a single dissenting
opinion appearing in the minutes.
The only hint of discussion came
during a Jan. 16 meeting, when city
attorney Robert Moody requested that
an order to enter into an agreement
with the MARCCenter be passed over,
he later indicated his approval of the
order, according to commission minutes.
Since then, there has been no discussion of any ordinance, including
one which merged the city sanitation
and city street departments and laid
off a handful of city employees. Neither was discussion rendered when
the commission unanimously voted lo
repeal an ordinance requiring a regular time and day for the commission
meetings. The commission can now
call meetings at whim as long as they
give the local media 24 hours notice.
Under her administration, five city
officials — city attorney, city man-

• •/ think it was quite
clear that Mayor
Durham mas the
insistent force behind
all of this, and that they
would be fired if they
did not resign. **
^^^^^^^^^cjjn^ckey
ager, ABC administrator, sanitation
director and assistant sanitation director—have been asked lo resign. The
resignations were accepted unanimously. Several allege that they were
replaced so Durham could stack the
commission "with her people."
Smaller changes, such as the
removal of the "No Smoking" signs in
the courtroom, can be chalked up to
the administration of Durham, a
smoker.
Some commissioners explain the
smooth-running meetings by pointing
out that they talk often on the phone
and in person about ordinances being
considered, and say they have noticed
a harmony among themselves absent
from past commissions.
"I think the chemistry is different
wiihthiscommission,"commissioner
Dale Carrier said. T see a lot more
cooperation with this commission,
which is what a city commission
should have."
However, Carrier acknowledged
he received information on the restructuring of the two city departments
only minutes before its first reading.
He said he had discussed the ordinance over the phone with other
commissioners, but could not recall
when or to whom he talked about the
plan.
see DURHAM, Page AS

Judicial boards to hear Soviets desire capitalism, McConnell says
open house violations
By Heather Hill

By Terry Sebastian
Assistant news editor
For the rest of the semester, the
judicial boards in Mattox, O' Donne 11,
Case and Martin halls, as pan of a pilot
program, will review their own open
house violations.
The new policy will enable the jboards of these four residence halls to
hear cases concerning open house
violations instead of the cases being
sent to Dr. James H. Allen, dean of
student development.
The first and second offenses toward open house will be heard by the
j boards.The third offense will be forwarded to Allen's office, which has
heard all three in the past
"At the end of last spring, Steve
Parsons came to me and talked to me
about the j-boards," said Dr. Thomas
D. Myers, vice president of student
affairs. "He talked to me first about the
more cases he felt the j-board should
hear and the more responsibility that
'

should be delegated to the j-boards.
"At the very end of the fall semester. Sieve came to me again with a
proposal where we would try this on a
trail basis," Myers said.
Myers said his safeguard with the
new policy is that the sanctions will be
See J-BOARD, Page A10
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Staff writer
Political and economical
changes occurring in the Soviet
Union was die topic addressed to
students in a university paralegal
class by U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell.
McConnell was at the university Monday to express his views on
foreign policy in an effort to drum
up support for the upcoming election.
"There couldn't be two more
different philosophies than Capital
ism and Communism," McConnell
said. "They had an aggressive philosophy for a while — they spent
twice the percentage of GNP as we
did on defense.
"It has been amazing to me that
a philosophy that involves no religion, no private property, no opportunity to express yourself, nochance
to elect your own leaders — that
that type of philosophy has gotten
anywhere."

McConnell said the United
Stales' policy of containment, or
stopping the spread of communism,
in combination with the communications revolution, is making it hard
to carry on atrocities these days.
"Dan Rather may be right outside the door reporting to the whole
world with gunshots in the background," McConnell said "We're
conspiring to bring about a dramatic
change in world order."
He said now the United States is
wrestling with what is the appropriate level of defense in response to
these changing times.
McConnell said the peace dividend is not all good news because
defense has always been good business for America.
Because of cutbacks, there are
fewer soldiers in Fort Knox and the
Bluegrass Depot is being closed. He
said many adjustments will be required as the United States continSee MCCONNELL, Page M

Progras photo by MIKE MORRIS
Kentucky Sen. Mitch McConnell speaks Intently to several
students in Karen Cakhveii's class Monday night.
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Public meetings should not
seek to avoid public scrutiny
The amount of opposition votes to ordinances
hours notice of a meeting, the erratic scheduling
makes it difficult, if not impossible, for the media to
brought before the city commission this year has yet
to reach double digits. In fact, the number of "nays"
inform members of the public who may want to
to proposals introduced by Mayor Ann L. Durham's
attend.
commission could be counted on one hand.
According to a Richmond Register reporter, the
In all, 32 ordinances have been introduced since
paper was notified at 11:57 a.m. Saturday about a
Jan. 2, the commission's first regular meeting with
special session held Monday. The Register, which
Durham as mayor. In all, only one of the five comsends its paper to print at noon on Saturdays, had to
missioners has entered a single dissenting vote to
hold the presses to include that information.
any ordinance. The ordinance passed anyway.
Moreover, even when members of the public do
It would seem that any
attend the meeting, very
discussion of the ordioften they are not given
nances is occurring behind ,
the opportunity to speak.
closed doors or on the tele- • ■ It would seem that any discussion
Durham has made a habit
phone or on personal time,
of holding special sesof the ordinances is occurring
denying the public any
sions— which are open
opportunity to voice its
to the public — in her
behind closed doors or on the
opinion.
office. Although techniConsi der ord inance 90cally anyone can sit in
telephone or on personal time,
3, which combined the city
during the meeting, some
denying the public any opportunity might be intimidated or
sanitation department and
the street department,
might not realize that they
to voice its opinion. 9*
eliminating up to nine
can follow when the enpeople from the payroll.
tire city commission gets
The ordinance was passed ^—■ mm^mmm^mKmmmm up and moves into the
Friday, just one day after it was introduced, in a
mayor's office. Also intimidating is the size of the
four-minute special session.
office, which is not too accommodating should a
The vote was unanimous.
number of people wish to attend.
Commissioners were given copies of the ordiMost infuriating, however, is the commission's
nance and the restructuring plan 20 minutes before
reluctance to talk about subjects being brought
the first reading on Thursday, and at least one
before city commission Durham, for instance,
commissioner has acknowledged that he hadn't had
recently said she will not answer questions from the
time to read though all of the papers.
media unless the questions are submitted in writing
"We do a lot of cramming," he said.
—a position she ruggedly adheres to as she scrambles
Since January, the commission has changed the
out of her seat as soon as the meeting is over and
time of its regularly scheduled meetings from Tuesrefuses to answer questions about ordinances that
day night to Thursday afternoon, when many people
have just been passed. Similarly, City Attorney
are at work and cannot attend. The vast majority of
Robert Moody, whose job it is to draft the ordiwork is done in executive and special session,
nances, often refuses to answer questions on them.
shielding that work from public speculation.
Perhaps members of the commission are comThe commission, it would seem, has further
municating extraordinarily well, as they have said
sought to eliminate public intervention from its
they are, and feel comfortable passing ordinances
meetings by unanimously passing ordinance 90-1,
they have talked about among themselves insteadof
which repealed a law requiring the commission to
in a public forum.
meet at a regular time and day. Durham and the
When a public forum resembles a private rap
commission can now call a meeting at any time, and
session, the purpose of governmental checks and
although they must still give the local media 24
balances is soundly diluted.

To the editor:
Support for library much appreciated
In the Jan. 25 Eastern Progress,
there was a weU-wriuen feature article by Ken Holloway reviewing the
highlights of Gov. Wilkinson's budget
proposal. The budget, in general,
provided assurances of beuer funding
for higher education in Kentucky and
contained several specific benefits
accruing to Eastern.
Unfortunately, perhaps because
the Council on Higher Education chose
not to support it, an extension to the
John Grant Crabbe Library was not in
the governor's budget Of course, this
was a disappointment to the library

staff and others who were concerned
about die need for expanding our facilities, but there was some compensation in the midst of this negative
news. The article highlighted the
support and concern of President
Funderburk for continued quality library service on this campus, and he
was seconded by Rep. Harry Moberly,
one of Eastern's friends in the state
legislature. .
We deeply appreciate the continued support of Eastern's administration and our friends in Frankfort and
their recognition of the essential role

libraries play in the process of education. Certainly, with such allies, we
will eventually be able to secure relief
for the overcrowding in our reading
rooms and the lack of shelf space for
our expanding collection. We thank
all our friends in the administration
and our patrons, faculty and students,
who have been so supportive during
these last years as conditions in die
Crabbe Library have become increasingly inimical to study and research.
Ernest E. Weyhrauch
Dean of Libraries

Gun control would leave men defenseless in time of need
On the issue of gun control, former mem bers of the Communist Party
have revealed what happens on the
day the Communists take over a nation. Throughout their accounts, I see
one reason after another why, before
an attack, the Party works from within
a nation to disarm the people.
On thai day, they said, two large
riots are supposed to take place in
every large city. Leaders of mobs,
carefully chosen and trained in advance, create disturbances of such
extern as to require sending large forces
if police. While the authorities are
trying to quell the riots, picked bands
of Reds seize the radio stations and
telephone exchanges. With the aid of

their comrades who are employed
inside, all communication systems are
crippled.
Flying squads seize control of die
water supplies and shut them off; also
the electrical power and gas. Homes
are then without water, fuel or light.
Goon squads of professional murderers round up the people in business
districts. Men are held as hostages in
some of the larger buildings. Woman
are turned over lo sex-crazed mobs to
be ravished and raped.
Bridges, subways and street car
stations are blown up. Downtown areas
are isolated form the rest of the city.
Sharpshooters and snipers are detailed
in taxicabs and vehicles, which are

taken over, to wipe out the police
soldiers, uniformed persons and
known vigilantes. Smoke bombs property located in subways, buildings and
large stores add to die terror of the
people. When night comes, the city is
in pitch darkness. Murderous bands of
Reds roam the streets, plundering
shops and starting fires in old buildings. This increases the panic and
facilitates the surrender of women,
children and old people, who are held
as hostages to hasten the surrender of
unarmed men.
Marsha Krimm Garland
Lexington

Guidelines for letters to the editor
Tkt
readers to

■pita of ■

Uum$ lo ihe editor an
lo the uruveroity com-

■sanity

Letters submitted far publication
should by typed and double spaced. They
should be no longer dun 250 words. The
Progress rruy oondenM letters over 250
words. However, grammar, punctuation
and spelling will not be changed or corrected.
Leoers should be ■ddrisaiJ to the
newspaper ind must contain the author's

must also include the author's i
Carbon copies, photocopies sad letters
with illegible signatures will not be accepted. Unsigned letters win not be accepted.
The Progress uses its own judgment
to determine if s letter is bbelous or in
poor taste and reserves tks) right lo reject
any letter.
The Progiaas also gives readers an
opportunity to express more detailed opinions in a column called "Your Turn."

i should be in the form
of an editorial or essay. Those interested
in writing s "Your Turn" column should
contact the editor before submitting an
article. Letters and columns should be
mailed 10 The Palms Progress, 117
Donovan Ames, Eastern Kentucky University. Richmond. Ky. 40475.
The deadline for submitting s letter
for a specific issue is noon Monday prior
to Thursday's publication.
Letters and columns will be prin led in
accordance with available space.

When your car is a lemon,
going crazy is a short drive
I do not have an affection for
my car, nor do I call it pet names
or spend spring-like afternoons
washing and waxing it .:
I use to, when I owned a little
black 1983 four-door Ford Escort
that got about 43 miles to the gallon and never sputtered at a redlight or a stopsign or stalled on
cold winter mornings.
I had bought it from an
elderly couple who literally
drove it only to the supermarket
and to church on Sundays. They
treated the car like an adopted
child, and wrote me a letter soon
after the deal was closed to see
how it was doing and if I had any
questions to be sure and let them
know.
I loved that car. Back then I
could put $5 in the tank and
cruise around all day. Air, power
steering, power brakes, cruise
control, AM-FM stereo and fivespeed transmission made driving
a pleasure.
No night was too cold, no
day was loo hot to drive in,
thanks to modem conveniences
with which the auto was
equipped.
But not anymore. All affections have ceased. Now I hate my
car.
When the Escort was hit one
year ago this month I feared I
would never get a car as good as
that one with the insurance
money I would receive.
I was right
I searched the used car lots,
want ads and Bargain Marts. I
stopped at houses that had cars
for sale outside. I copied down
phone numbers when cars drove
past me on the road with "For
Sale" signs in their rear window.
More often than not these beauts
were either too expensive or too
much trouble to deal with.
I even perused new car lots,
knowing that I could not afford

have to add gas one cent at a
time. But the fact that it now
seldom moves — one of my key
requirements for a car — is
gelling irksome.

the insurance, much less the payments, on a new model For some
reason I thought I could finagle a
deal and drive away with
something that night, but I don't
have much of a poker face,
having not played a lot of poker
in my life, and I never escaped
with a better deal than offered
when I walked in.
One month went by and I was
still a earless and stranded
woman with a dwindling cache
of insurance money, and in
desperation I decided I would
buy the first thing that moved
and had four tires and a rearview
mirror.
It was about that time that I
saw a 1982 Mercury Lynx in a
"U Driv Um" car lot, and,
possessing all my necessary
criteria, I bought iL
It wasn't love at first sight,
but I wouldn't say the contempt
was instant, either. At first it
didn't bother me that the car
shook violently when it approached SO miles per hour. And
I could handle the fact that it got
about the same gas mileage as a
Lincoln Continental. And that it
burned oil loo quickly. Or that
the battery died a sudden and
painful death.
And the lack of "extras,'* like
air conditioning, power steering
and a radio with FM reception,
could be dealt with. So could the
poorly-designed gas tank, which
made the gas splash back against
the nozzle, making the gas pump
think the car was full so that I

On good days it only stalls
twice when I'm backing out of
the driveway. On bad days I
don't even get out of the driveway.
I've been told the problem
might be a result of low oil, as
the car bums it quickly, but the
latch has somehow dislodged and
raising the hood now requires
two people — one to work the
lever from the inside, the other to
manually lift the hood.
I don't remember having
trouble raising the hood when I
bought the car, nor do I remember that the car continued lo
make noises after I had the key
out of Ihe ignition, as it occasionally does now.
I'd like to pretend that the
reason the car suddenly begins to
decelerate on the expressway is
because of its built-in radar detector, but I know I am just
fooling myself.
My car cannot go fast enough
to get stopped for speeding.
Everytime I get in the car I
hold my breath, hoping it will not
take the full tank of gas to start it.
My hazard lights are wearing out
before my taiUights, and the
operators who answer the AAA
hotline are beginning to know me
personally.
All I have to do is keep it
running — if only Flinstone style
— until I graduate in May.
Othertimes I tell myself when
I win the lottery I'll junk the car
now and buy one that comes with
more of an incentive than "Buy
our car and we won't steal
yours."
But I doubt I could even get
to another car lot. The only place
this car drives me is crazy.
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People Poll

By Jonathan Adams

What do you think about suspending open house privileges for an entire floor when
the hall representative is absent from the hall council meeting?

Melody Farris. sophomore, an, Suellen Alexander, sopho-

Brad Pugh, sophomore. business

Winchester
Winchester.

nrcnharm^iv. Bowling
Rnwlincr Green:
Qmtme
more, prcpharmacy.

manaornvnf Pendleton:
P<wtlrlrw
management,

I don't think it's fair that everyone's
rights should depend upon one person's attendance. ,

I don't think one person should be I don't see how something positive
responsible for making everyone else could come out of something so negalose their open house privileges.
tive.

B^SV

BUI Kirby.junior.mathcmaticsand Jennifer Carmony, freshman, Adrienne Allen, sophomore.
statistics, Raccland:

undeclared. Winchester

paralegal, Lexington:

I think it's sad that the whole floor has
to suffer because of one person not
living up to their responsibilities. There
should be a better way to do it

If someone is forced to attend the I feel that those in fault should be
meetings because of punishment, their penalized, but not necessarily have
input would not be helpful.
their privileges taken away. Find some
other alternative.

Chinese students deserve
praise for support of freedom
We should show more support
toward the thousands of Chinese
exchange students in the ■
United States who protest against
the Chinese government.
America is supposed to represent
democratic principles, yet the
recent actions of our government
do not seem to show that we
really care about the condition of
freedom in the world.
Chinese students studying in
the United Sates supported their
fellow classmates back home
who peacefully resisted undemocratic policies in Tiananmen
Square last summer. They should
be respected for their support, not
neglected because of itPresident Bush would allow
the students to remain in the
United States, but only as the
result of an executive order,
which is more or leas a political
move. Congress had proposed
legislation which would allow
the students to stay, but Bush
vetoed it so as not to offend the
Chinese government He b playing the middle, thinking an executive order would be sufficient.
If sent home, the Chinese students would meet an uncertain
fate in the hands of an unfriendly
government. Many people don't
seem to realize that the leaders in
China imprison, harass and
sometimes kill political dissenten.
The United States government
should not have sent officials to
China to discuss diplomatic and

trade negotiations after the Chinese government attacked
peaceful protesters in Tiananmen
Square. By doing so, it seemed as
if America could tolerate
♦
violence against people even if it
didn't approve of the violence. It
would appear that the president
was not fully aware of the
circumstances, but continued to
run the country in a usual
business sort of way.
The president had not informed the public of his intentions to send representatives to
China, probably because he knew
to do so would draw criticism.
By attempting to keep it secret,
however. Bush endangered the
people's trust in him.
Americans expect their
leaders to be truthful and to keep
the citizens informed about governmental policy. The president
could have been more open and
told the people that he was
dealing with China.
The American government put
trade restrictions on China, but
limited the trade sanctions
because it was afraid loo many
would hurt the Chinese people.
Congress and the president
should seek to find other ways to

put economic pressure on China
so as to help those that want
more democracy in China. We
could refuse to loan the Chinese
government money unless it
agreed to be more tolerant
toward political dissenters. If the
Chinese government refuses, we
could refuse to give it any
financial aid at all. One of the
most effective places to strike in
a dictatorship is its pocketbook.
Americans could also boycott
cultural events that the Chinese
government would sponsor.
In addition, our government
could ask other countries to
restrict trade with China. The
United Stales is not alone in its
criticism of the Chinese government— many other nations do
not like what has happened in
China.
I am dismayed and disappointed that the Chinese acted so
savagely toward their own people
during a peaceful demonstration
to bring about peaceful change.
Any government that claims to
be progressive should allow its
people to speak, and the Chinese
government has not shown that it
is willing to allow its people to
voice their opinions. If the
Chinese government wants to be
viewed as being fair, it must stop
using force against those who do
notagreewithitsofficialview.lt
should not be allowed to get
away with this contradiction.
Morrison is a senior journalism major from Ohio.

Father's wisdom means more
during Black History Month
Since the month of February
is designated as Black History
Month, I usually like to take a
little time to sit back and reflect
on some of the things thai have
or will have some influence on
my life.
Black History Month is
usually a time for many black
individuals to learn about their
heritage and the accomplishments of famous black women
and men who have made a
difference in the forming of this
country.
But for some strange reason,
this is also a time when I learn a
little bit more about my father,
and I also learn a little bit about
myself.
The first thing I always seem
to learn about myself is that I
always take things for granted.
Being a black individual is much
easier in today's society than it
was for black individuals like my
mother and father who were
growing up in the 1960s.
Sometimes I forget about how
it was for black individuals to
live in a hostile environment —
treated unfairly just because of
the color of their skin.
Because my father was born
and raised in Florida during this
time, he- was constantly surrounded by this type of atmosphere.
■ He is always trying to teach
me about how things were in the
1960s and the difficult times
which faced black people. He
usually tells me about those
times throughout the course of a

Ken
Holloway

My turn
year, but he seems to want to
discuss the turmoil of the 1960s
more during the month of
February.
I have lost track of the amount
of times he sat me down in our
living room and told me that
when he "was growing up, black
people weren't allowed to enter a
movie theater in the front. We
had to enter the movie theater
from the back entrance.''
From there he would give me
more examples to drive home his
point about how tough times
were. These, talks would usually
last between 60 to 90 minutes.
He introduced me to these
talks when I was 11 years old.
and I remember being so bored
with the talks because I felt that
these things had nothing to do
with me.
I never had to enter a movie
theater from the back, and I
never really had to deal with the
problems of segregation. So why
was he continuing to bore me
with the subject like this?
Well, it took a while, but over
the years I have found an answer
to this question.
Even though times are better
for black individuals in terms of
social acceptance and better
employment opportunities, he
wants mc to know how hard

blacks had to fight to get to this
point.
But more importantly, he
wants me to know that just
because times are better for
blacks today than there were in
the 1960s, blacks have a long
way to go before they are truly
equal in the U.S. society, and
young blacks have to continue
the fight to make sure that this
goal is one day achieved.
Even now when my father
talks to me about those turbulent
times, I still get a little bored, but
I make more of an effort to
understand what he is trying to
say. I appreciate men like him
who have worked hard to try to
achieve equality and are still
working hard to achieve this
goal.
I believe February is such an
important time for all blacks to
reflect on the past It is a time to
learn about the events and the
people who fought hard to get
blacks where they are, and it's a
time to improve relations with
other races.
February is also an important
time to remind people, like
myself, to not be satisfied with
where blacks are now, but to be
even more aggressive in life and
to continue to build on the
accomplishments established by
the black men and women of the
1960s.
Not one single black individual should be satisfied until the
day all blacks are considered
equal.
Holloway is a senior journalism major from Louisville.

To the editor (cont'd):
Readers respond to Progress news, design changes
I was sorry to read of Progress
staff writer Alyssa Noland's accident,
but glad to hear that she's recovering.
I had not realized what an attractive,
intelligent, articulate young woman
she had grown up to be, until she came
last week to interview me for the poetry
article. I was really impressed with
her abilities and believe she will do
well in whatever career she chooses.

I'm proud to be a teacher in an institution that graduates such students.
We want her to know that all of us
here in the English department are
pulling for her and wish her well, and
I know all of her friends and teachers
across the entire university feel the
same way.
Dorothy Sutton
Professor, English department

I want to commend the staff of The
Eastern Progress for making it the
nicest-looking newspaper in Madison
County. The design changes were long
overdue.
Also, the content of the paper is
some of the best I've seen in years.
Randy Patrick
Hycliffe Drive
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EKU STUDENTS
Earn money for your spring
break by donating plasma. Earn
up to $100 per month!
© plasma alliance
^

Committed to Autophersis - The
fastest safest way to donate plasma

p plasma alliance

Committed to being the best!

0 plasma alliance Located on Oxford Circle off of
v
Versilles Rd. only 30 minutes from
EKU campus

© plasma alliance
W

2043 Oxford Circle
Lexington, KY 40504
ID Required
Call for an appointment

Hours
Mon - Thurs
7a.m. - 8 p.m.
Friday
7a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sat - Sun
8:30 a.m. - 2 p.m.
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Shop for Valentine's Day
at

Madison Flower
Shop
i^iKnr TO s&m
Don't be the last on
your block to
u3@OC TCld

mm

You or your
organization can rent
"America's Ultimate
Nightspot" for meetings,
receptions, and private
parties. Great prices
include DJ. For more
info on available dates,
call Eli @ 622-2739 oor
623-6896

Order customed designed
arrangements of roses,
carnations, and balloons I

400 East Main St.

623-1601
We accept Visa and
Master Card

Nm»
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j

DAYTONA BEACH

• High quality Beachfront accommodations tor 7 Belting nights
• Round trip chartered motor coach
•Free pool deck parties, activities A
promotions

•Inter-Campus Programs ID/Discount
can)
• On-tocabon staff lor complete
assistance
• AJ tans. tips. & service charges
included

~I
*164 1*239
Call Beth 623-6796

Getting it all on film

P**™,**/«>*y MIKE MORRIS
Ed Walden and Jose Serrano.both senior broadcasting majors, shot a promo tape for
the Madison County Cable News. MCCN Is In Its second semester.

Police beat

or WOMC Party
Line 1885

,; MmVOCta;
MOW ■**
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Jaa.31:
Angela Ruth Clifford. 18.Shelbyville, The following cafeteria Inspections were

performed by the Madison County
Health Department All university cafeterias are Inspected by the Health Department and receive scares baaed oo
areas the Health Department aces as
critical to operate a safe food service.
The scores can range from 100 to 0, with
100 being the highest
Martin Hall received a 90 on its routine
inspection performed Jan. 17, 1990. Remarks from the inspector included food
uncovered in walk-in freezers, dishwashing trays found being stored on the floor,
rust on the outside of the large mixers,
grease trap found unclean and an overall
comment lhal "everything looks very nice."
A follow-up inspection was not needed
Powell Grill received a 97 on its routine
inspection performed Jan. 18, 1990. Remarks from the inspector included mixers
were found in poor repair, stock room floor
was in bad repair and walls in small prep
room in poor repair. A follow-up inspection was not needed.
Powell Cafeteria received a 94 on its
routine inspection performed Jan. 24,1990.
Remarks from the inspector included clean
plates and paper bowls stored so that they
could not be protected from contamination, waste water found backing up in
disposal area, insufficient light in food
service line area and an overall comment
that "everything looks very nice." A follow-up inspection was needed.

:*ffl ^'--
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Super Saturday
20% OFF

ALL NEXXUS PRODUCTS

Saturday, February 10
9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
* Free hair analysis & consultation
■ Free Nexxus Samples
* Nexxus Balloons

JC Penney Styling Salon
Richmond Mall 624-3501

MMKMnS*.

BUY ONE
SINGLE

Compiled by Terry Sebastian

was arrested and charged with driving under
the influence of alcohol.
Mary Napier. Brockton, reported the
sounding of the fire alarm in the 800 block
of Brockton. The Richmond Fire Department responded and found that workers
from the Physical Plant accidentally activated the alarm while moving a mattress
out of a vacant apartment.
Jan. 27:
Angela Smith. Combs Hall, reported
Kevin B. Glbbs, 20. Corbin. was ar- the theft of her purse.
rested and charged with driving under the
William Francis A bell. 23. Race Street,
influence of alcohol.
was arrested and charged with alcohol
Shane J. Ensmiager. 22, Nicholasvilk, intoxication.
was arrested and charged with alcohol
intoxication.
Feb. I:
Michael L. Watklns. 21. Lexington,
Mike Creek, Keene Hall, reported his
was arrested and charged with driving under wallet missing.
the influence of alcohol.
Ken Englc, Powell Grill, reported the The following reports appearing in
theft of $782.51 from the safe in the Powell "Police Beat" have been resolved In
Grill.
Madison District Court. These followup reports represent only the Judge's
Jaa.M:
decision in each case.
Darren JefTers. 23, Martin Hall, was
Christopher Turner pleaded guilty to
arrested and charged with driving under
his Jan. 10 charges of possession of marithe influence of alcohol.
juana and possession of drug paraphernaMichael B. M ulllns, 18, Erlanger. was
lia and was fined S357.
arrested and charged with alcohol intoxiMichael G. Craven pleaded guilty to
cation.
his Jan. 12 charges of speeding and possession of marijuana and was fined $223.
Jaa.2*
Stephen D. Hlnes pleaded guilty to his
Susan Hagan. Telford Hall, reported
that her vehicle had been damaged while Jan. 10 charge of alcohol intoxication and
has IS hours of work to do for the County
parked in the Telford Parking Lot.
Judge's office.
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BUY ONE
SINGLE

The following reports have beea filed
with the university's division of public
safety:
Jan. 2*:
Todd O'Neill, Commonwealth Hall.
repotted the theft of his truck bed cover
from his vehicle while it was parked in the
Van Hoose Parking Lot.

■
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SPRING BREAK

JSL

KfEnoys
riXagJBa,

GET ONE
FREE
Cheese & Bacon Extra

GET ONE
FREE
Cheese fit Bacon Extra

Expire* 2/15/90
Not valid with arty other offer

"BIG"CLASSIC"
SMALL FRIES
MED. _DRINK
wp

Expires 2/15/90
Not valid with any other offer

WG"CLASSIC"
SMALL FRIES
MED. DRINK
iliriRSixi]

$2.09
Cheese & Bacon Extra
Expires 2/15/90
Not valid with any other offer

$2.09
Cheese & Bacon Extra
Expires 2/15/90
Not valid with any other offer

American Travel
Services, Inc.

Ex-Colonel questioned by police
By Terry Sebastian and
George Roberts
Jessie Small, a former university
football player now playing with the
Philadelphia Eagles, was questioned
by police following an incident at a
dance on campus last week.
According to the repon, a university student said Small had approached
him at the Delia Sigma Theia dance in
Stratum Cafeteria early Friday morning and allegedly stuck a gun in his
ribs.
The student and one of his friends
attempted to leave the dance, but Small
followed them out, they said.
Small was escorted from the dance
by Don Sheefcs, a campus police officer, according to witnesses. The two
students relumed to their rooms in
Keene Hall.
"Apparently this confrontation
was witnessed by quits a bunch of
people, though no one said they saw
the gun to this point except the victim," Wynn Walker, assistant director
of public safety, said. "Whoever was
in charge of the dance said this occurred."

Walker said an officer is assigned
to a dance for safety reasons.
"We assigned an officer over there
because it is so far from campus; it's a
remote area," he said. "The groups
that sponsor those dances have requested an officer to work the area
over there."
Walker said the officers are not
always inside the dance.
He said they lour the parking lots
to prevent student's cars from being
damaged or to prevent students from
drinking.
Following the incident at the
dance, Donald Elliott, a Keene Hall
resident who lives near the student
who said he had been threatened at the
dance, received a call from someone
identifying himself as Jessie Small,
saying that he warned the student to
come downstairs. Elliot, who was not
at the dance and had no knowledge of
the previous incident, said he then
heard someone knocking on a door in
the hall and yelling.
"That lasted a couple of minutes,
then I heard him go up the stairway,"
Elliot said. "A few minutes later. I
heard ihe police outside.^

Kentucky Slate police, Richmond
police and campus police were called
to Keene Hall.
"We were looking for him,"
Walker said of Small. "The word we
had first was that he was over in the
dorm, so our officers went looking for
him in the dorms. He wasn't there."
Russell Lane, chief of Richmond
police, said they located Small's car
and Small at the LAK motel, and reported it to public safety.
Small told public safety officers
that he did have an altercation with
the student, but he did not pull a gun
nor did he call Keene Hall looking for
the student.
Small was taken back to Ihe motel
where officers found a gun, a 9-millimeter, Tech-9, semi-automatic pistol.
"The gun was in the trunk of his
car," Walker said. "It wasn't a full
automatic weapon, so it wasn' t breaking the law.
"He had proper papers that
showed the gun belonged to him."
Small, who just completed his
rookie season in the NFL, could not
be reached for comment.

From $299.00
'Round Trip Air
'Round Trip Transfers
*7 Nights Hotel
'Cruise
'Beach Parties
'Free Lunch
'Free Admissions
'Hotel taxes & much more

Call toll free:
1-800-344-8360

fravel 5*
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$299.00
R.T. air, R.T. transfers,
7 nights hotel, cruise, beach parties,
free lunch, free admissions, hotel
taxes and more. Organize smal
FOR SALE: Purple tea length group earn FREE TRIP For more
Spring/Summer formal. Cal 622- information call ton tree 1(800) 344
4403
8360 or in Ct 1(800) 522-6286.
NEED HELP WITH MATH? MATH
TUTORING AT ALL LEVELS. Clerical position tor non-smokers
possessing good typing & telephone
CALL 623-7146.
skills. Must enjoy working with the
Record Smith buys used cassettes public. Position to last now through
and CD's In excellent condition December. $5 an hour. Days,
evenings, and weekend positions
623-5058.
available. Resume and References
requested.
Call 276-5304
Ski Butter offers cheap thrifts on
Wednesdays. A student ID and $8
will get you an 8 hour lift ticket. 2 COLLEGE REP WANTED to
distribute
"Student
Rate*
p.m.-10p.nv 1-600-456-3264.
subscription cards at this campus.
Interested in becoming an aerobic Good income. For information and
instructor? Learn to teach safe, application write to: COLLEGIATE
effective classes. Workshop. MARKETING SERVICES, 303 W.
Saturday, Feb. 17, 12-5 $40 Center Ave. MooresvWe. NC 28115.
704-663-0963.
Workout Studio 606 272-8133.

Your last chance to
tell the world about
your Valentine. Don't
let this opportunity
paaa you by.
Tell your guy or gal
how much you love
'em In the Progress
Valentine's Day

Ride needed to Paul McCartney
concert Feb urary 11, Rupp Arena
Tara 622-5502.

Get your HOTLINE to the Prog
ress office, 117 Donovan Annex,
by Friday, Feb. 9 tof the Feb. 15
issue. Mojhjoa is too hot for the
HOTLINE.

MISCELLANEOUS

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR
BIG SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP
TO $1,400 IN JUST 10 DAYSII
Objective: Fundraiser
Commitment: Minimal
Money: Raise $1,400
Coat: Zero Investment
Campus organizations, clubs, frats,
sororities call OCMC 1(800)9320528 /1 (800) 950-8472. ext. 10.

HELP WANTED
WANTED:
DJ's. Bartenders.
Bouncers. Cal 623-6896

Progress photo ky MIKE MORRIS

Time on his hands
Don Witt, a university physical plant technician, repaired a shot dock during the Lady Colonels basketball game Saturday night. The Lady Colonels defeated Wright State 84-68.

Faculty senate reviews report
on administrative evaluations
By Ken Hollo way
News editor
Members of the university faculty
senate received the first pen of a report about the evaluation of administrators from the Ad Hoc Committee,
this week.
1
Dr. David Sefton, chairman of the
university history department and a
member of the review committee, said
the purpose of the committee was to
look at and compare two academic
evaluation procedures.
The first one called the Retention
of Departmental Chairs was passed by
the faculty senate in May 1986, and
the second is called Evaluation of
Academic Administrators.
Sefion said one of the problems
with the retention document was a
conflict with a Kentucky Revised
Statue 164.363 that says the governing boards of institutions shall have
exclusive control of employment,
tenure and official relations of employees.
The procedure created by the faculty senate in 1986 was never taken to
the university Board of Regents for its
approval.
Sefion said due to some problems
with this procedure, the president then
pulled together a committee composed
of administrators and faculty members to compile a new document.
With the availability of both documents, Sefton said there was consid♦♦♦♦♦*

«♦♦*

erable confusion about evaluation
procedures.
If everything goes well with the
Evaluation of Academic Administrators, Sefton said this document would
be presented to the Board of Regents
for approval.
During one of last semester's faculty senate meetings a question was
raised about what happened to the
Retention of Departmental Chairs
documentTo answer this question, the faculty appointed a three-person committee made up of Sefton; Marijo
LeVan, a university professor in the
math, statistics and computer science
department; and Joan McGill, a university associate professor in the nursing program.
Sefion said the committee had two
things it was supposed to accomplish.
One, compare the document of Retention of Departmental Chairs with the
document of Evaluation of Academic
Administrators that deals with chairpersons and point out where they differ.
Sefton also said the two documents differ about the frequency of
evaluations, about the membership of
the Chair-Evaluation Committee and
who discusses the departmental report with the chair.
The committee is also supposed M
examine and/or gather information
about the way the evaluation of academic administrators procedures is

*>♦♦♦♦*
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working this year.
Le Van said the committee hopes
to have the results to the senate by
semester end.
In other faculty senate news, university president Dr. Hanly Funderburk announced that House Bill 203
could affect some faculty members on
this campus.
H B 203 would provide teachers
employed on or before Jan. 1, 1990,
who have 27 years of service or who
are age 33 with 10 years of service
with an additional 10 percent of actual
service credit if they retire between
June land Aug. 31.1991.
The bill stipulates the service credit
bonus shall not be counted when early
retirement penalties are determined
and prescribes retirement applications
be submitted between Jan. 1 and Match
31,1991 except meases of disability
or death.
The bill would require additional
service credit be forfeited if the teacher
is reemployed as a participant in the
Teachers' Retirement System and
stipulate indiscrimination is intended
The legislative intent is to encourage
earlier retirement as a voluntary service to the Commonwealth.
Funderburk said if the bill is passed
it would probably affect about 20
percent of the university faculty and
staff. But he also said he does not
think the bill will make it through the
General Assembly because of the high
revenue needed to support it

rMtkmm*. Ky 40475

CHILI
with choice of
Rice, leans
or French Fries

EKUI.D.

rrt. 2. 199Q

2. 1080

Dawn Clopton
rticnefe Davis
Ashley Day
Dorothy Oaeschke
Pant aibson
Heather Hearts
SCaren McCarty
fietfi Rice
Tlichele Santon
A.naie StuyuisMSefena Waddle.
Robin White

Vicftt Cose
Laura Duff
Christy Priittips
Pom ttuncy
•Andrea Sltnggenburg
fieciiu Rowland,
Hmnae SticMeu
Leslie, young

"We Love <You!
*

Earn $300 - $500 per week.
Reading books at home. Cal 1615-473-7440 Ext. 8709.
Prestigious northeast summer
camps seek specialists in sports,
art, theatre, dance, music, magic,
circus, waterfront, equestrian. Cal
French Woods (800) 869-6083

... the place for
BOLD lovers.
* $2 for 10 HOT words OR
* $4 tor 10 words ft a BIG
RED HEART (lor BIG
spenders)

1. ,
2- .
3. .
4. .

Looking tor a fraternity, sorority, or
student organization that would like
to make $500-$l ,000 tor a one week
on-campus marketing project. Must
be organized and hardworking. Cal
Kevin or Myra 1-800-592-2121.

5. ,

Market Discover Credit Cards on
your campus. Ftexble Hours. Earn A FREE GIFT JUST FOR
asmuchas$10.00/hour. Only ten CALLING. PLUS RAISE UP TO
positions available. Call 1-600- $1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYS. Student
950-8472, ext. 3027.
groups, frats and sororities needed
for marketing project on campus.
NASSAU / PARADISF LSI ANn For details plus your PWEE QIFT
Group officers cal 1 -800-765-8472
CANCUN. MEXICO,
From
Ext 50.

8 .

6. .
7. .

9 .
10,

ifl

Yes, give my Vi
tine a big red heart.

Free
Makeup Lesson
See yourself in Merle Norman's most breathtaking looks
from vibrant to understated. Polished and beautiful.

■

MERLE NORMAN STUDIO
152 Killarney Lane

624-9825

NOW...
What About
The Rest Of Your Life?
Enroll In Hills Graduate

(Delta
Zeta
congratulates its nezv initiates:
DEC.

FUNDRAISERS

0

Training nOQIGBBS
Come join a healthy,
growing chain oi over
200 discount departm
stores spanning
14 central and
eastern states

Career
Advancement
Program

We look for performers
and we give you the tools
youll need to perform
well .. like one of the
most respected and
successful training
programs in the
industry \bull learn everything
from a store's general operations
and merchandising to employee
relations and management development

Loss Prevention
Management
If you have an Interest
In law enforcement,
consider a career
in Loss Prevention.
Hills provides
thorough shoplifter
apprehension.
employee training.
Internal auditing,
front line register
supervision and
training in safety and
emergency procedures.
All non-technical degrees
are accepted. Contact your
placement office for Interview
scheduling, and well arrange
a meeting with one of our
Personnel Representatives.

Well be on your campus March 7
Or send your resume to
Executive Recruiting Dept. NP
Hills Department Stores
3010 Green Garden Road
Allqulppa. PA 15001
Training • Promoting • Growing
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F
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Balloons To Go
108 E. Main
Richmond, KY 40475

(606) 624-0538
County Wlds Delivary
Visa & MasterCard Accepted
MUG S N* KISSES $14.40
Love mug with candy
kisses
18" Valentine Mylar
311" Latex Balloons with
Hearts

PUPPY LOVE BOUQUET $18
Schnapps Plush Puppy / Red
Satin Heart
18" Valentine Mylar
2 18" Red Mylar Hearts HEARTS FOR YOU $17
36" Clear Mylar with Hearts
Tuxedo Bear Animal

Progress photo by MIKE MORRIS

Former Kentucky Oov. Martha Layne Collins takes time to speak with students during her visit to the university,
decisions, I feel I made the right
felt across-the-board tuition inbest of both views."
decisions and Kentucky was better creases of 18.5 percent would cause
Collins said she "would not enfor my having made those decienrollment at Kentucky schools to courage any woman to get involved
Continued from Front page
sions."
unless she is willing to work very
suffer.
dress, president of Student AssoCollins said that she did not
"I don't think we should ever hard."
ciation and Dr. Elizabeth Fraas, a support the lottery when she was price education out of the reach of
"Women have to be even more
university journalism professor governor and she still does not the people," Collins said.
informed. Women just have to work
who has been chosen to edit support it
"However, we have to be realis- a whole lot harder,"Collins said.
Collins' gubernatorial papers.
"Where the lottery proceeds go tic in the fact that everything is going
Collins said although she was
In response to criticism regardand how they are spent is obviup—the maintenance of buildings, not always in the limelight like she
ing Collins' reputation for not push- ously up to the governor and the professor's salaries—it's an investwas as governor, she still tries to
ing legislature through strongly
legislature," Collins said. "It can't ment," she said.
keep publicly active.
enough, Collins said, "I think I
take the place of taxes, and it can't
Collins also gave advice to
"Nobody told me I was supprovided leadership. I'm sure my
be a cure-all."
women considering a career in poliposed to be a lame duck," Collins
style was different"
Collins added that she was un- tics.
said. "I'm still not totally out of the
As a female, Collins said, "You aware of any legislation that speci"I think it's extremely important
limelight. I don't want to fade out
have to be careful you don't come fied lottery money being earmarked
to have women in politics," Collins of the picture. I truly want what is
across as a witch when the chips
for education.
said. "It's important to have men's
best for Kentucky. I'm too young to
were down and I had to make those
Childress asked Collins if she and women's views together — the retire."

COLLINS

Latin American festival set for Sept. 24-Oct. 5
By Andrea B. Stephens
Staff writer
The initial stages of this year's
Culture Festival have begun with a
meeting for volunteers who are helping plan the festival.
According to Ann S tebbins, coordinator of the festival, this year'stheme
is to be Latin America.
The festival is scheduled for Sept
24 to Oct. S, although Stebbins said
some of the activities and events scheduled may not fall into that time span.
Stebbins said this year's festival

will have many events and activities
similar to those of last year's festival.
She said there is a series of luncheon speakers and panels planned
throughout the festival.The committees in charge of planning the festival
hope one of those panels will be a
group of students who have visited
Mexico.
Stebbins said another possible
speaker for the luncheon engagements
would be one of the prominent Latin
American writers who leach in universities across the United States.
Stebbins said there are a series of

Let's Share this Moment Together.
Now Available
in 3 Sizes!

events stressing the arts of Latin
America planned, including a concert
by Latin American composers and a
demonstration of Latin dance styles.
Stebbins said because of the importance of soccer in Latin American
countries, more emphasis will be
placed on sports in this year's festival
than in past years.
She said she hopes the university's food service division will be
able to cater a food sampling event
which will feature Mexican and South
American dishes and appetizers.
Stebbins said she thought this

particular event would be successful
since many American students are
familiar with Mexican food, and in
addition to the commercial films which
will be shown during the festival,
documentaries pertaining to the theme
will also be shown.
She said she thinks the festivals
are an important event on campus
because the United States is so deeply
invested in the global economy, and
that we are "very dependent on other
countries for our economic growth
and development.''

F0L10W
YOUR NO'S.
No High Prices, No Hassles,
No Appointments,
No Inconveniences,
No Waiting,
No Fooling.

kinko's
Great copies. Great people.

Fax # 623-9588
Open 7 days a week
Mon-Fri 7a.m.-9p.m.
Sat 9a.m.-9p.m.
Sun 12:30p.m.-6p.m.

RICHMOND MALL

624-0237

'1/afentine Spcciaf!
10 tanning visits for
only $15!

This Valentine's Day fve the unexpected
...an Ice (Team cake Valentine. Well decorate It
with rosebuds and your peraonal mi
Your low deserves the best

Call in your order now!
Baskin Robbing

University Shopping Center
623-7633

THRIFTY DUTCHMAN
BY-PASS 623-8813
TkW .ff.r f* Ikrai^k
ValaallM'a Dmj 1BSO

Send your Valentine
a Love Note in the
Progress HOT-LINE
*
Page.
*

LAST CHANCE!
WE GOT TO
CALL TODAY!
"X DON'T h/ANr
T0BE5TUCKIN

Ha fiofi 'il To Ui'ifj (j Cow 'J di-jfj 'j/

from

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND

^^ ^^ ^& ^P
OWLETS PUB

from

3 GREAT
COMEDIANS
EVERY MONDAY
1

st** *

Top
Name
Comedians
from New York
to L.A.
J*~

from'

* 10-word message $2
"With Red Heart $4
Message and
payment must be
received by 4:30 p.m.
Friday, Feb 9.

*fOf*

FORTLAUDERDALE
from'
HILTON HEAD ISLAND from'
CORPUS CHRISTI/
MUSTANG ISLAND
from
OOWT WAIT TIL ITS TOO LATE
CALL TOLL FREE TODAY

1-800-321-5911
'Depending on break dates and length of stay.
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Just when you thought it was safe

i

r

Come in and check
out the great
selection of
Valentine gifts The
University
Bookstore has to
offer.

Progress photo by JONATHAN ADAMS

Mark McGhae and Keith Llr* braved the water as they viewed the Residence Hall Association Diva m showing of "Jaws" In the Donald Combs Natatorium pool Thursday.

BILL
Continued from Front page
Wilkinaon'j budget concerning higher
education, Moberly said that it is
important for the legislators to review
Wilkinson's plan more carefully.
Moberly, a visiting assistant professor of government at the university, did say there was a strong need
for this kind of bill after having some
previous dealings and conversations
with students about the American
government.
"I just had that general feeling
from the time 1 have spent on campus
talking with students, professors and
others that it would be good for stu dents to have at least one American
government course while they are on
campus,'' Moberly said.
Moberly did say at the time that he
receive much feedback from other legislators about the bill while in the
committee.
While Moberly and Blevins may
not have received much response at
the time concerning their bill, Gov.
Wallace Wilkinson has been receiv-

ing plenty of response lately from
legislators concerning his overall attitude toward the General Assembly.
Since Wilkinson's budget address
before the joint session of the General
Assembly Jan. 18, he has been attacking the legislature through television
advertisements saying lawmakers are
trying to grab profits obtained through
the lottery and put it in the stale General Fund which pays for most of the
state's programs.
In his advertisement, Wilkinson
said he would continue to fight to
make sure lottery proceeds do not go
to the General Fund. Instead, the
money would go to education programs and senior citizen programs.

style with the General Assembly."
Moberly said.
"I think he talked in a condescending and disrespectful manner to legislators at that address.
"He was obviously playing to a
television audience, and he did not
care whether the legislators felt good
about his presentation."

"UNIVERSITY
jEBGOKSTORE

But Moberly also said that things
still can be accomplished if Wilkinson
is willing to work with the legislature,
but so far he has not shown it
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Give Your Love Hearts
and Flowers.
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Order Early
Lots of cash
and
carry specials

1 Dozen Roses

Mixed Valentine Arrangements
Carnations, Roses, and
Balloons.

I

$24.95
Cash & Cany

Richmond Greenhouse

RICHMOND

* *

111 Westover Ave.

623-2117

263 East Main
Next to Super X.
Downtown

ft* ft* Dclutfuj

Enjoy Our Dining Room
Monday - Thursday
Mugs 50c & Pitchers $2.00
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FlOWer ShOp
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TRY THE BEST
FORGET THE REST !
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iLoos*' wi.ip|i[

623-3410

I

Order today thru February 13th.
Delivery on Valentine's Day,
February 14th.

"It was a speech which was filled
with false implications, and it was a
speech that caused a greater rift between the General Assembly and the
governor."

"I thought his speech was fraudulent He continued his confrontational

MEAT AMOR'E

ROYAL FEAST
House Special

Special Combination of
Hamburger. Sausage.
Pepperonl, Mam, Cheese

A special blend of 5 of
your favorite toppings:
Pepperonl, Sausage, Onion,
Mushrooms. & Green Pepper

*

LUNCH

Student ^
Senate
Elections
It's not too late to start
your write-in campaign

Tuesday, February 13
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
in the Powell Building
Vote and get a chance to win one of two $50 gift C
certificates from the bookstore!

:

Order a Candy Gram or Gift Gram and
we will deliver them for you!

Moberly said Wilkinson is still
trying to convince people it makes a
difference whether or not lottery funds
are going to the general fund or whether
they are dedicated to a specific purposes when, in fact.itmakes no difference in the final analysis.
"In the Final analysis, it was not a
very useful speech," Moberly said

But the lines between the governor and the General Assembly were
drawn even tighter when Wilkinson
gave his State of the Commonwealth
Address last Thursday in which he
offered to the joint session of the
Assembly an uncomprom isin g defense
of his programs.
,

!

STUDENT PARTY
Make an appointment
to have your party In our
dining room. If you bring 20
people, you receive a 20%
discount I
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Student senate elections scheduled
for Feb. 15 in Powell Building
By Christopher M. Hall
Contributing writer

Double vision

Progress photo by MIKE MORRIS

Sharri and Shanua WMta, both aophomor business admlsiration majors from Corbln, enjoy the
good weather as they stare out of their Case Hall window.

DURHAM
Continued from Front page
When asked how he was going to
prepare for the ordinance's final reading — the next day — Carrier responded, "We do a lot of cramming."
Fellow commissioner Bill Strong
credited Durham with the successful
introduction of many ordinances.
"It'sdefiniielyinyour leadership,"
Strong said. "I've communicated a lot
more with the leadership. When you
can't talk with the mayor, it makes it
hard to get anything done."
Although many of the commissioners say that Durham is the backbone of the commission's ability to
pass legislation, others contend that
she uses her influence in city government to her advantage.
"Moody called and said Mrs.
Durham wanted me to resign and if I
did not resign... she would fire me,"
Joe Joiner, former ABC administrator
and university professor, said. When
asked why he thought Durham wanted
him out of office. Joiner said, "So she
would have someone in office who
would do what she wanted."

"Any communications I've had
with (Joiner) is personal," Moody said,
"and I can't divulge the content of that
conversation. I did talk with him,
though."
Joiner was not the only employee
asked to step down.
According to John Lackey, attorney for both the former city sanitation
employees, the commission is being
overly forceful in demanding resignations, and that forcefulness is being
spearheaded by Durham.
"I think it was made quite clear
that Mayor Durham was the insistent
force behind all of this, and that they
would be fired if they did not resign,"
Lackey said.
"My guess is that there will be
many more in the same boat," he said.
In the midst of numerous accusations, Durham and Moody have remained virtually unresponsive.
Last week Durham said she would
not answer questions from the media
unless they were submitted in writing
"Anything you want lo ask me,
you put it in writing, and I will be
happy to respond," Durham said as
she hastily retreated down the stairs of
the city hall.
On Monday, a Progress reporter
submitted a list of 25 questions to
Durham,asking for specific responses
to questions about her alcohol connections and the resignations. Speaking
for Durham. Moody said the answers
would be ready in two days.
Wednesday. Durham called the
Progress office and said she would not
be able to answer the questions because she did not have enough time.
When asked if she could answer specific questions of the 25 submitted.
Durham again refused, saying she
would not be able to answer any questions until the appointment of a city
manager.
r

have at feast 30 full-time students from
their own college sign a petition for
candidacy.
Student senate elections will be
held Feb. IS from 10a.m. to 6 p.m. in
Conference Room A of the Powell
Building. Students can only vote for
candidates in their own college.
The candidate from the College of
Applied Arts and Technology is Laurie Mullaney. Law Enforcement: Jeff
Caudill; Natural and Mathematical
Sciences: Julie Neuroth; Allied Health
and Nursing: Natalie Eisenmengcr;
Health, Physical Education and Recreation: Brian Corcoran.
Candidates from the College of
Business are Peter Foreman, John Bell
and Larry Colbert; Social and Behavioral Sciences: Damon Gue and Kenneth Upchurch; and Undeclared: Jennifer Armstrong and Melissa Bickett.
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40% OFF SPRING TULIPS
40% OFF ROSES
New Spring Line Arriving Daily!
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Flower Arrangements,
th.
and Silk Flowers.
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*
70% OFF Ribbonf
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Joiner made reference to Durham' s
ties to the local alcohol industry.
Durham and her husband, Rondall,
are a party in an agreement leasing
121-123 E.MainSL, where GoldRush
Liquor is now operating. Rondall has
an answering machine to take messages at Richmond Bottling Works, a
local beer distributor.
Other relatives are also involved
in the liquor industry. Ernie Durham,
Ann's brother-in-law, pays property
taxes on Ernie's Liquors on Main
Street; her cousins, Kenneth and William Luxon, own J. Sutler's Mill
Joiner said he did not resign. Order
90-14, passed unanimously by the
commission, said he did.
Durham would not respond when
questioned about whether she had
asked Joiner to resign. Moody said he
could not talk about any such communications he had with Joiner.

Students can register to win one of
two $50 gift certificates when they
come in to vote in this semester's
student senate election.
The gift certificates are part of
Student Association's campaign to get
students to come out and vote next
week.
Becky Dierig, the cabinet member in charge of elections, said work
has been done to promote the elections and senate openings.
According K> Dierig, Student
Association has run an ad in the Progress, posted fliers around campus and
sent letters to various campus organizations informing them of the upcoming elections. Dierig said "word ofmouth" was also very valuable in
spreading information about the elec-

tions.
Elections are held at the beginning
of each semester to fill any vacancies
left by graduating senators or any
senate members who gave up their
positions.
Five cabinet members are chosen
by the senate president and vice president
Student Association will also hold
presidential elections in April. In these
elections, every member of the senate
must also re-run for his position.
This semester, there are 12 students running for senate seats in eight
of the university's 10 colleges. There
is one seat in the senate per every 200
students in each college.
Before running in the senate elections, prospective candidates must fill
out request for candidacy forms, an
application questionnaire and must

^wmcy^

minimum 5 yd per bolt.

The Bunnies are Coming!
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Name the Progress magazine section
contest deadline is Monday, February
12. Student contributions (poetry,
short stories, essays, original art &
photos) deadline is Thursday,
February 15. Deliver contributions to
117 Donovan Annex or call 1872 if
you have any questions.

Come see our BIG
SCREEN TV, FIRE
PLACE, and PING
PONG TABLE!
MONDAY
Weekend Extender
$1.50 Pitchers
$1.00 Turkeys

THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY
$1.50 Pitchers
$1.00 Turkeys

JONATHAN ADAMS
John Cornett, a senior construction technology major from Franklin, Ohio, has a look of deep
concentration about him as he closely studies drafting In the Ault Building.

TUESDAY
Ladies ft Import Night
50* ladies drinks

Phonathon enables students

WEDNESDAY
Small Bottle
Special
3 for $1.00

Practice makes perfect

Progress photo by

FREE TOM'S PIZZA
MONDAY THRU
THURSDAY HAPPY
HOUR

tO Contact alumni TOT Support mmmmmmmmmmmmmtmmmmmwmm
Andrea Stephens
and
Christopher Hall

Beginning Feb. 4, the university
will call many of its alumni living in
cities across the United States.
The calls are part of a five-week
effort by 400 student volunteers to
raise $80,000.
The money raise from this project
will go toward scholarships and other
university programs.
The students will call more than
24,000 university graduates nationwide during Phonathon 1990, the university's fifth annual telephone campaign.
Phonathon 1990 will run from Feb.
4 through March 11.
"Our student volunteers will ask
Eastern graduates to contribute to the
University's Alumni Annual Fund,"

said Lana Carnes, a university assistant director of development
Carnes said the university graduates have made the annual phonathon
one of the university's most successful support programs.
"The project also gives our students a better understanding of the
importance of private support for
public-assisted universities like Eastern," she said.
"It provides an excellent lesson in
volunteerism."
During the drive, members of the
university's student organizations,
mainly fraternities and sororities, will
place calls to alumni living in Kentucky and throughout the United States.
Calls will be made in the evenings,
Sunday through Thursday.
"The students tell us they enjoy the
campaign," Carnes said.
"They certainly do a great job in

generating support for their university."
Members of the university Student
Alumni Association will provide additional support for the projects.
This support is coordinated by the
university's divisions of development
and alumni affairs.
Carries said the university's first
four phonathons received nearly
$205,000 in pledges.
According to Carnes, each
phonathon exceeded its original goal
for both total dollars and number of
contributors
Phonathon 1989, last year'seffort,
raised $75,548, exceeding its $70,000
goal.
Carnes said the annual project also
receives considerable support from the
local business community in the form
of food and prizes for student volunteers.
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1flush Phi Mu
Monday, Feb. 12
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Sorority Oscars
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$30,000.00 PER MONTH EVERY MONTH!
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* All rush parties begin ai 7:00 p.m.
* Activities on Feb. 12,14, A IS will be hetd In the Music Lounge
* Feb. 13 activities will be held in the Kennamer Room
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188 Woodland Ave.
Lexi ngton.K Y 40502
231-9237

I challenge you to Join me in ■ totally
"UNIQUE" Money-Making venture that
could change your life forever, and show you
how lo begin earning S30.000.00 per month,
every month. I GUARANTEE IT! ! (Sec The
$25.00 Challenge) I have laid out this plan in
great detail in a step by step manual that even
a child could follow. I know a 67 year old
woman in Florida who purchased my manual
and last month she made over S32.000.00.
You could be next! Last month I made
S33.2S3.7S just by working 12 hours per
week. This month I expect to earn over
S3S.000.00 and take a 3 week vacation in
Hawaii. This program has never been offered
before and I will not offer it again. You
cannot afford to pass up this opportunity.
That revolutionary money-making method is
in demand everywhere, yet few people even
know it exists. Within 30 days you can be
enjoying S30.000.00 a month, every mouth.
Don't Envy me Join me!
Imagine, never again having to worry
about your financial status. Imagine
purchasing that special home for your family
or driving a Brand New Mercedes. All this
and much more are now possible for you to
achieve, with my easy-to-follow Deluxe
Program. When you order my Deluxe
Program today, I will offer you FREE,
unlimited, telephone consultation. Included
in my manual is my unpublished phone
number for your personal use. Call anytime'
and I will be happy to help you with any'
questions.
No, this

has nothing lo do with Real
Ealate, playing the Lottery or Gambling. It is
PERFECTLY LEGAL and does not require
a special talent or long hours. It's very
unusual and uniquely designed for each
person that uses it. There is no "face to face" j
selling or large investment required.

I

NO INVESTMENT NECESSARY [
I started my program for under $15.00 and J
you can do the same. It's as valid now as it'
was 2 years ago, In fact, with the trend of the'
Nation's economy today, my program is even'
more of a success.

PROOF
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K.C. Houston, Tx. File 019S I was working 21
jobs and just barely getting by. I began using |

your program 2 months ago and I now make
more money in I month than I did all last
year. Thank-you so much for your easy to
operate program.
M.L. Sterling. Va. File 12251 have never seen
a program so easy to operate as yours.
Believe me I have sent for numerous so called
get rich schemes. None of them worked and
they just cost me money. ! started your
program for less than SI 0.00 and / now earn
over $24,000.00 per month. Thank you so
much.

TAKE THE $25.00 CHALLENGE
1 am about to offer what no one else can!
Order my Secret Money-Making System
Today and if you are not making at least
S30.000.00 following my system, send it back
for a full refund. PLUS, I will send you an
additional $25.00 simply for trying my
program. You have nothing to loae and
everything lo gain. Either you make
S30.000.00 or I pay you $25.00 for just trying
my program. Supplies are limited. 1 will
honor orders only until my supply has run
out. If I receive your order after I have run
out of manuals I will simply return your
order with my Regrets. You Must Order
Today To Ensure Your Copy Of My Secret
Money-Making Program.
PDC Corpora ttoa
Cbeaaago Rd.
New Hartford. NY 13413

Drpt.MOJ

Dear Ron.
I'd be crazy no* to try your system. I
understand if 1 don't sun making $30,000 per
month I can return your Manual for a full
refund plus an additional $23.00 for just trying
your Deluxe Money-Making System. On thai
basis here is ray $12.00

Name
Address
City

State

Zip.

Please include $2.00 to cover postage and
handling of your package.
© RR I9W
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McConnell
Continued from Front page
ues to move away from this high-level
defense mechanism.
McConnell said the Communist
party wants to model a democratic
system of government by establishing
the two basic undercuuings of America: democracy, which means real
elections with real choices; and capitalism, a free-market economy.
According to McConnell, Mikhail
Gorbachev wants to delete the statement of the constitution which says
the com mumst party has all the power.
"In the last three months, I thought
the countries in Europe would take to
democracy and capitalism like ducks
to water — come quickly," McConnell said. "There was some tradition
of capitalism for the communists and,
frankly, for the underground blackmarket capitalism in Eastern Europe
even when Communists were in
power. "In Romania, the real currency was Kent cigarettes."
McConnell said that since the
Soviets have no history of a freemarket economy, they will have to
build from the ground up, along with
trying to establish Glasnost, which he
said clearly implies the right to elect
people.
"Gorbechev has been trying to
edge out communism and something
dramatic may have even happened

today on the question to whether the
Communist Party is entitled to a
monopoly of power," McConnell said.
"Glasnost won't work in changing communism; they're going to have
to throw the whole dam thing out, "he
said.
He said the United States may see
strategic agreement with the Soviets.
Because they are trying to improve
their basic standard of living, their
military may be on the backbumer.
"Our enemy may no longer be the
Soviet Union and most countries seem
to be getting along." McConnell said,
"but we have had some nasty trade
disputes with Western Europe. And
some of those crackpot regimes, like
Iran and Libya — they have no standards."
McConnell said the ideal situation
is to negotiate significant conventional
and strategic reductions with the
Soviets and to maintain a strong presence around the world

J-BOARD

have lived on campus six to eight
semesters," Crockett said
Myers said he had "tossed this thing
around as much as" be could, and he
still has concerns.
"One is that there will be an upsurge in the number of cases. The
reason that Allen saw them is because
we thought that would be a deterrent,"
Myers said.
"If they have to go over and see
Dean Allen and worry about it a little
bit." Myers said, "maybe we would
have less open house violations."
However, Jennifer Palmer, chairwoman for Dupree Hall's j-board, said
the change in policy would not affect
the number of cases.
"I think it will be the same," Palmer
said. "There will be more responsibility for us.
"We will be able to handle it, and I
think students will accept it more since
it's coming from other students."
Myers said he worries about the
consistency of the j-boards.
"The second worry that I have is
that those people that are guilty are
found guilty," Myers said. "And if I
find that the j-boards are saying they
are not guilty and they dismiss cases.

Continued from From page
the same, but the way the sanctions are
administered will be different
"The first violation would result in
a verbal reprimand and a loss of open
house privileges for a semester." Myers
said. "A second offense would be a
written reprimand and a loss of open
house hours for a second semester.
"The third offense would be removal from the residence halls."
Jeannette Crockett, dean of student
life, said the reason for allowing the
new policy is that all four halls have
strong j-boards.
"Case Hall has a good j-board. and
I knew they could handle it very well,"
Crockett said. "Mattox and O'Donnell has an active j-board as well. I
thought the co-ed hall should be included, loo."
Crockett said these halls have a
large freshman population who violate open house most.
"When you take a random sample,
The name of James C. McCh- and I haven't done this official, but I
esney was misspelled in a story on the know unofficially that freshmen and
Activities page last week.
sophomores have more open house
violations as opposed to students who
In last week's basketball contest
page. Tennessee Tech was incorrectly
listed. As a result, the winning entry
was based on the best of the remaining
ApoJtos
A-8
Captain D's
11 games.
Baakln Robblns A-6
Domlnos
Bonanza
A-IO
Folios

CORRECTIONS

then this thing will go down the tube."
Many Wagner, resident director for
both MattoxandO'Donnell halls, said
he had staff that did not see violations
being handled.
"I've seen RAs get very frustrated.
They say 'We wrote this person up.
They committed a violation, and nothing is being done,' " Wagner said.
"It was being done," Wagner said
"It's just that they have logo to Allen's
office which took some time."
Myers said the new policy would
help violation cases be heard sooner.
'Turnaround time will be quicker
because they continue to have open
house privileges during the time they
are waiting to see Dean Allen," Myers
said. "This will stop that."
"I think in talking with the staff
about it, they seem pretty charged up
about the concept," Crockett said. "I
think their thinking is that the open
house violators will be dealt with
quicker than it happens now because it
will be handled within the hall."
Kay Green, president of the Residence Hall Association, said she sees
the new policy effective because students will be dealing with students.
"I think the students are respon-
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* Banquet Room
Available
♦10% Discount for
Students & Faculty
with valid I.D.
*Free Refills on Drinks
•Special Group Rates
(call 623-6133)
♦Monday Night Peel &
Eat Shrimp on
Freshtastiks Food Bar
while supplies last.
*Over 85 Items to
choose from on our
Freshtastiks Food Bar.

.^^f^"ks Food Bar. which features 3 meats, a host of
vegetables, fresh fruits & salads, hot bread, muffins, and dinner rolls, and a full
dessert bar!
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Newest
Bulbs
In Town

' Off Eastern
•
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t
»
; Next to
'
Toyota

$6 minimum order J
1 coupon per party i
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Sir Pizza
Taco-Tteo
Tom's
Wendy's

The Tanning Salon

Pizza, Subs, Salads, Pitchers, & Frosted Mugs
Folio's Pizza is available for private parties
Please call Matt Foley at 623-0331
Check out our great food & beverage &
Break the downtown blues

$35.00
$30.00
$20.00
$15.00

Eastern
By-Pass

Frtach'a
Mr. Gattl's
Pacos

912 Commercial Dr,
623-0831

FOLIO'S
PIZZA

Beauty & Tanning Salon

B-5
B-4
A-10

sible and can handle it," Green said.
"I would much rather go see Dean
Allen who will probably be the only
one who will know about it than go
before the j-board where everyone in
my hall could know," she said.
Myers said an evaluation would
take place at the end of the semester
where he would be looking for several
factors.
"I want to see how many cases have
been dismissed. I want to look at how
many problems we had with it," Myers
said. "And if the number of cases have
gone up or gone down."
Myers said the evaluation would
decide if the policy was a success and
determine if all halls we convert to this
policy next fall.
"The j-board is the most beautiful
principle I have ever seen in operation," Myers said. "Those living in
that environment having the responsibility to see that it is a living, learning
environment."
"My joy," Myers said, "is in the
fact that we really believe at this institution the more responsibility that can
be handled by the students, the belter
off the students are and the university.
T love it, and I want it to work."
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The Watts Line:
Arts editor names the
10 greatest college films
By Greg Watts
Arts editor
i tMrm

AMIMAL

«- "Animal House." This
is John Belushi's best film. It's
a classic romp with a group of
crazed fraternity brothers trying
to survive the college experience. The soundtrack is Tilled
with great tunes like the catchy
"Louie, Louie." The film's
mood is constant chaos. This is
a mo vie that' U be fresh for years
to come.

» 'The Blues Brothers." Once again Belushi
makes his comedy presence known in a film based on
the hilarious soul brothers from "Saturday Night
live." The brothers are on a mission from God in the
windy city and what a mission it is. The blues tracks
give the film a great sense of fun.
Photo Illustration fry MIKE MORRIS

COLLEGIATE VIDEO
Students find that video rentals offer cheap entertainment alternatives
By Heather Hill
Staff writer
Late Friday night, after returning from downtown,
Brian Strieker, a sophomore, and Brian Halloran, a junior,
return to their house. Strieker plops on his bed; Halloran
sits on the floor and leans back against the recliner.
They just put a movie in their video cassette recorder
and anxiously await the credits to their favorite movie,
"Blazing Saddles," to roll by.
They have seen this movie too many times to count and
when the dialogue starts, Strieker and Halloran start in
also.
"Come on, boys. The way you're lolly-gagging around
with those picks and shovels you'd think it was 120
degrees out here. It can't be more than 114," they all said,
never skipping a beat.
Neither of them rent videos. Instead, they buy them.
Strieker owns videos such as "Batman," "Animal
House" and "Pink Floyd, The Wall." He's content watching the same ones over.
He's also content to let Halloran talk along with the
movie by himself—until the characters break into song:
"I get no kick from champagne. Mere alcohol doesn't
thrill me at all. Oh, tell me why should it be true that I get
a belt out of you," Strieker sang, proving what he said must
be true — he watches this movie once a day.,
Many college students rent videos for entertainment
and to pass the time.
Workers at Video Warehouse, Video Fantastic and
Video Productions all said that college students make up
30 to 40 percent of their business during the school year.
Charles Webb, owner of Video Productions, said that
any given student will probably only rent one movie at a
time during the week, but the average is two movies per
person on the weekends.
"I just had one college student in two minutes ago, and
I glanced at the computer screen when he checked out the
movies, and I noticed that he's rented ISO videos from us
in less than a year," Webb said.
The price to rent a video movie in Richmond runs
anywhere from $2 to S3 for new releases.
The stores in town can own up to 10,000 movies,
including multiple copies, but most have anywhere from
3,000 to 8,000 videos on the floor.
The best selling movies are usually the new releases,
along with some rock videos.
The favorites right now are "Indiana Jones and The
Last Crusade," "Road House" and "Pink Floyd, The Wall."
Webb said that college students often rent out movies
that are not new such as:" Faces of Death," "Children of
the Com" and Monty Python movies.
He said some college students will rent movies like.

w "The Holy Grail." Monty Python's best effort pokes holes in the medieval Arthurian legend
with the satirical prowess you come to expect from
England's demented version of Saturday Night Live.
Their quest takes them from the Knights of Nihh to
the killer bunny's lair. Their irreverent style is a
finely honed weapon in this film.
•■"Flak Floyd'i The
Wall." This cutting edge video
has long been a favorite because the images are disturbing and painful but somehow
ironic enough to keep your
interest. This is crowd film,
down to the last frame. Roger
Waters lyrics, when set to
images, are hauntingly beautiful.
» "Airplane." If stupid had a middle name, this
would have to be it. College campuses are saturated
with puns that originated from this film. Who can
forget those immortal words between Over, Unger
and Dunn. You'll be forced to bile your tongue if you
try to keep a straight face.
*- "Caddyshack." Bill Murray helped send this
film into the recordbooks as one of the funniest films
about golf ever made. The scenes between Murray
and the gopher are genuine classics. The cast assembles some of the funniest characters in one film.
•■ "Apocalypse Now." The best film about the
horrors of the Vietnam War, "Apocalypse Now," set
the stage for a gripping drama about one man's encounters in the jungles of war. Martin Sheen embodies everything that the war is and is not
• "Blazing Saddles." Mel
Brooks' film about the wild
west could hardly get any
wilder. The characters are
straight out of a B-western.
Humor and satire are the mainstay of every film Brooks has
ever done but this one is a cut
above the rest. His portrayal of
the dastardly sheriff is a classic.

Progrtst photos fcy JEFF COATNEY

Above, Aaron Snowden, a freshman, relaxes In
his residence hall room with one of the many
rented video cassettes he brings home every
week. At left, Jeff Swafford, a worker at Video
Warehouse, says he usually gets first pick of
the newest releases In stock.
"Hamlet" or "Romeo and Juliet" which they watch for
classes instead of reading the books.
Jeff Swafford, a worker at Video Warehouse, gets all
of his movies for the night free.
He watches movies about three nights a week and
usually gets the new releases, because he gets first pick—
he is behind the counter when customers return the videos.
All of the workers agreed that videos are here to stay.
"It's here," Swafford said. "Once it gets done in a
theater it's on video within two to three months. It used to
be about a year. Now people just wait for the video instead
of going out. And since they come out so soon they're still
fresh in people's mind and that really helps the business."
Aaron Snowden, a freshman, sits on his half-made
bed, which complements the posters on the wall of half-

dressed girls, in his room in Keene Hall. He has a cigar in
one hand and a beverage in another - all set to watch
another video.
Snowden rents movies about twice a week and every
Friday or Saturday.
He said he rents so many movies that he gets confused
about which movies he has watched that week.
"I don't like paying six bucks to see a movie in a
theater, so I can wait and rent three movies for the same
price," he said.
He said he just paid $83 to get his videocassette
recorder fixed and it was worth every penny.
"As long as movies keep coming out," Snowden said,
"then I'll keep renting them because it's a good, cheap
form of entertainment."

«•* "An American Werewolf in London." John
Landis streaks through a black comedy version of the
werewolf fable. This time around, the main characters are two young Americans on vacation wandering the moors of England. Landis uses comedy to
take the bile out of the old legend.
» "Kentucky Fried Mo vie" / "Amazon Women
on the Moon." Though in a close tie for 10th place,
these movies are so closely related that you'd ha ve to
watch them back to back to keep them straight. The
humor is silly and idiotic at times, but the way they
are presented makes for a great set of comedy pieces.

■*-

Get away from it all

Special services offers tour of English gardens
By Lisa Hicks-Stafford
Staff writer
Dr. Bruce Wolford, professor of correctional services, returned from a visit to England with so much enthusiasm that special
services has planned a tour of some of England's most beautiful gardens.
Although no one from special services
will be able to make the journey across the
Atlantic, the group is excited about the tour.
"This is the first time special services
has had an event this size," said Leigh Ann
Sadler, coordinator for special services.
"There seems to be an interest in the
community."
Sadler expects a good turnout for the
tour. "We have about half of our limit." she

said. The limit for the trip is 30 participants.
Sadler said the tour began targeted at
university alumni over the age of 40 from
Ohio, Tennessee and Kentucky. However,
anyone may register for the tour.
Anyone interested in the tour is advised
to register early in order to guarantee a reservation and to purchase medical, baggage
and cancellation insurance.
The participants will leave from Cincinnati, Ohio, on May 22, and they expect to
arrive in London on May 23.
The program will include some guided
tours not normally available to the public.
A visit May 24 to London's Chelsea
Flower Show sponsored by the Royal
Horticulture Society will begin the touring
of the gardens.

Philip McMillan Browse, director of the
Royal Horticulture Society's Wisley
Garden, will be the tour program director
and the featured lecturer. He has helped plan
the program and has arranged a visit May 27
to Wisley Garden.
The last tour will be June 4 to the
Oxford Botanic Garden. The tour group will
leave for the United States on June 5.
The tour will take in at least one garden
a day and auow for free time for sight
seeing, shopping or special events.
Based on double occupancy lodging, the
cost for the lour is $2,900. A $240 deposit is
required when registering. The remainder of
the cost is due April 23 which is the
deadline for registering.
The cost of the tour includes air trans-

portation, London ground transportation to
and from the airport, lodging, garden and
event admissions, special events, U.S. and
English hosts, and meals.
A confirmation letter and travel information will be sent within 10 days after the
deposit and registration form have been received.
An invoice reporting the amount of
money owed will be sent approximately
three months before the group's departure.
Full refunds will be given with written
request before April 2, and partial refunds
will be given until April 30. After May 1,
no refunds will be given.
The tour of these gardens is expected to
be educational, as well as a comfortable and
relaxing two weeks in England.

Dr. Bruce Wolford
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'Tremors' is film on shaky ground
By Greg Watts
Arts editor

iffcotoby BILL LACKEY

Sarah Warner, loft, John Hurt, middle, and Kevin Lanham, right, rehearse In Brock Auditorium
for the university production of "The Music Man." The play runs Feb. 21,23, and 24.

Mutant ants, snakes, roaches, spiders and carnivorous fish have been
the feature of hundreds of the silliest
honor films this country has ever
produced.
Now carnivorous, mutant earthworms must be added to that long list
of terrifying attackers.
"Tremors" is a film that looks like
it could have been conceived in the
early 1950s but was just recently transferred to the silver screen.
The elements come straight out of
the same genre that brought the Blob
lo life — a small western town with a
total population of 14, two guys trying
to do something different with their
lives, and several large, slimy creatures (not to be confused with the local
law enforcers).
The story begins when the town's
two good old boys, played by Kevin
Bacon and Fred Ward, decide to pack
their things and move to a place where
things will be better. BUT WATT! On
their way out of town, they find the
local drunk sitting 300 feet up. clinging to the electrical pole — dead.

Movie Review
Tremors" Rated PG-13
*_*
Before leaving, they decide to go
back into town to let someone know
he's dead. Of course, things begin to
get weird before they ever get back
out of town.
The tremors start getting closer to
town and people quickly begin to
vanish without a trace.
Bacon and Ward are soon delegated to figuring out what's causing
this sudden outburst of mortalities.
This film is nowhere near great A
couple of the holes are big enough to
hide Roseanne Barr's family in.
What makes this movie are the
two lead characters. We get to know
them, and eventually we can even see
bits of ourselves in them.They are
constantly screaming insults at each
other, and this takes the "horror" out
of the absurd situation they're in.
There are only a couple of genuinely scary moments, moments when
many unsuspecting viewers lift about

4 inches out of their seats. Otherwise.
this film could be considered a character study of an outlandishly eccentric
group of western Califomians' thrust
into a situation that tests each and
every one in a different way.
The acting is wonderfully silly.
Characters tike the married, dynamic
duo make this film a possible cult
classic. It's just so silly you can't help
but smile. Public reaction to this film
seems mixed.
As a result. I have a feeling we'll
be seeing it on video before this semester's out If you want to see it but
don't want to pay the price, have no
fear 'cause it'll soon be here.
Overall, Tremors" is a mediocre
idea that's brought to the screen with
energy, and, thanks to the acting, fun.
It's worth watching for the pole vaulting scene alone.

Ratings system
*
**
***
****

NO RUSH
COULD SEE
SHOULD SEE
MUSTSEBIII

Network news casts shadow on millions of depressed viewers
The world is an ugly place. Death,
destruction, chaos, revolution, evolution, mass hysteria over infectious
disease and the list goes on. But what
about those little bright spots; those
spots that make all of the above tolerable?
Sarcasm aside, I think the world
needs to loosen up. Forget that there
are real problems with AIDS, the
nuclear threat and all those third world
countries. How about Disney World,
apple pie and the fact that George
Burns is still alive?
Even as sick as the networks have
become of late, the humor is still evident Though it makes my head spin to
watch the evening news — filled to
capacity like a Volkswagen Beetle
crammed with Iranian terrorists —
because every piece of information
seems to come straightoutofaStcphcn

King novel.
People seem to find the most
negative things when they want to.
My question is why? The evening
news aside, people have an uncanny
sense when itcomes to carrying hatred
for entire groups of people they have
never met.
Russians, Iranians, Jews, Mexicans, Italians, rich, poor, and short
people are only a few of the groups
targeted by an even larger group of
morons who think being different is
being wrong.

With raving idiots like ousted
Panamanian dictator Manuel Noriega
looking like one of the Marx Brothers
on the loose, how come people still
have the need for continually depressing information?
It's not M-i-c-k-e-y M-o-u-s-e.
Charles Manson? Maybe.
Let's think back to a time when
men were men, women were women
and the only care in the world was who
was going to be the next president
Gee, Ward, isn't the Beavea swell
son? Yeah, but so was Hitler. My
point is that even the most hated man
in the 20th century had a heart He
kept it in a plastic bag under the stove.
Acting like every day is one day
closer to the end of the world is just
plain dumb. Letting the evening news
do all your thinking is absurd. The
power of the picture is strong indeed.

Dan Rather could sell millions of
viewers just about anything because
people willingly buy every word that
flows from his mouth every night of
the week.
They should have Rather end his
newscast with a joke, or some cute
anecdote; just once I'd love to see that
man
sign
off
in
with,
"Bd...bd...bd...bd...That's All
Folks!!!" Porky Pig would be proud.
Maybe it would catch on and people
would wake up to the fact that humor
is an alternative to depressing situations.
Alas, the world is so far from
perfect, you'd have to catch a ride on
the nearest comet to get even halfway
to the point where the good stuff
begins. But anyone with an outlook
that bleak should be working for the
Pentagon or Humana.

Can you say 1-i-g-h-t-e-n u-p?
Since the world is all of this and
much more, why not take amore lighthearted approach to the problems that
get such powerful press?
Sure, I'm not going to be an advocate for wearing pancake make-up
and an orange wig every time some
dastardly deed occurs in the world,
but let's be serious only when protocol deems it absolutely essential to
world peace.
If everyone kept all the negative
stuff bottled up, there'd be one heck of
a mess of suicides, homicides, genocides and some 'cides I've never even
heard of. Humor is God's way of
throwing a pie in the face of each and
every one of us.
Only the majority of those hit think
it's not even the least bit funny. It's a
rare genetic form of the Homo sapien

that can find light in the darkest situation.
That being the case, sarcasm is my
forever present flashlight So my gift
to all you malignant creatures—from
the nitpickers to the neofascists—is a
sim pie word. It doesn'teven hurt when
you say it out loud.
Smile.

And get over it Because the world
is a big place and for those of us trying
to make it more than a tolerable mess,
we'd like to have more humor and less
hatred.
Try thinking for yourself. It's nontoxic and you can't catch anything
that'll send you to the doctor for a
shot
I rest my case. Now, I'll climb
down from my soap box.
"Bd...bd..Ad..J>d...ThatsAU
Folkslir
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Headhunters stalk new lL,eaderofth<,jan"5
sound .audience with
'Pickin' on Nashville'

invitational attracts area
high school choral singers
Progress staff report

,By Ron Wyatt
Staff writer
•..

Album Review

Cheat on your taxes
Don't be a fool
What was that you said
About the golden rule?
Never mind the rules
Just play to win
Hate your neighbor
For the shade of his skin.
—Kentucky Headhunters. 1990

Kentucky Uuegnss meets big city
punk. Impossible you sty? Think
again.
. The Bowling Green based Kentucky Headhunters haveexploded onto
the chans with their debut album,
Pickin' on Nashville.
The term "cowpunk" was coined
to describe Jason and the Scorchers,
an L.A. based combo which had some
success in the early 1980a.
The Headhunters have now taken

TOWNE Mam St
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over in this category.
The band's sound is so diverse it
almost defies description.
Perhaps electric bluegrass is the
most appropriate term when describing the Kentucky Headhunters.
Pickin' on Nashville opens with a
classic tune adding an electric twist
"Walk Softly on this Heart of
Mine," rollicks to a driving electric
guitar. The vocals are mournfully intense.
"Dumas Walker," is an ode to a
small-town diner which was the center of social life.
Everyone can appreciate the affectionate description of the locals as
they amuse themselves by playing
marbles and other assorted games.
"My Daddy Was a Milkman," is
an interesting tune. The most rocking
number on this album, the song is a
bizarre.
It tells the story of one man going
off to war and the local milkman's
affair with that same man's wife.
"Skip a Rope," is a social commentary by children. Its stinging sarcasm sends chills down your spine.
This album is up tempo with an
edge of roughness.
It also has some cheeky charm;
there's no side one or two, it's just
here and there.
The Kentucky Headhunters have
a new and excidng sound. This first
release is an eye-and ear-opener. Let's
hope they continue to hunt far into the
future.

TV tmtlt GaMwym C.
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Duo
leads
double
life
By Gina Jacobs
Staff writer
Nancy McKemey and Evelyn
Seymour are leading double lives.
By day these two women are,
respectively, a librarian at the university and a housewife residing in Lexington. By night, however, McKenney and Seymour thrive on making
musk.
Since neither McKenney nor
Seymour are directly involved with
music in their occupations, they enjoy the opportunity to perform.
McKenney, a cellist, and Seymour, a soprano vocalist, will combine talents for a duo recital Feb. 11.
"The music itself. It's just so
exhilarating," McKenney said. "You
learn something and play it well... it's
sort of a natural high."
The recital will include two songs
from "L'AUegro" by Handel. "The
Mad Scene" from Donizetti's opera
"Lucia
di
Lammermoor,"
Beethoven's "Trio, Op. 70. No. 1,
The Ghost," "Two Songs. Op.91" by
Brahms and Mozart's "Exultate,
Jubilate."
"It's a varied program," McKenney said.
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The pieces are very colorful
and attractive to anyone. You don't
have to be a trained musician to enjoy them."
Nancy McKenney is a graduate
of the University of Kentucky where
she completed a bachelor of musk
degree in musk education.
She also holds a master's degree
in library science and is nearing completion of her doctoral degree in musk
history. She is the former principle
cellist for the U.K. Symphony Orchestra and founder of the Sheridan
Trio.
Evelyn Seymour has a master's
degree in performance from U.K.
She has been a soloist for 15 years in
the central Kentucky area where she
has performed with ensembles such
as the Lexington Singers.
She is currently a housewife and
teaches voice pan time.
The recital will also include a
host of musicians.
Mary Brinkman and Ana V.
Smith will assist on the piano. Terry
Layman and John Link will accompany on horns.
Dana Ruthers and Joseph Colbert
will be playing the oboe. Lyn Marcello and Alan Staples will assist on
the violin, and Karen Campbell will
play the viola.
The recital will be held Feb. Hat
3 p.m. in Gifford Theatre of the Jane
F. Campbell Building.

The University Singers will be
hosting the annual High School Choral Invitational on Feb. IS.
Each year, three local high schools
are invited to participate in what has
become a showcase for local choirs.
During the event, the choirs exchange
musical ideas and concepts.
Each choir is given 20 minutes to
perform anything they choose.
When the three schools are finished, the University Singers and the
Concert Choir will perform. After the
program is complete, the choirs will
have the opportunity to mingle with
the University Singers and Concert
Choir.
Members of each group cover a

wide gamut of singers from Kentucky.
The choirs being represented this year
are from Franklin County, Montgomery County and Henry Clay of Lexington
The purpose of the invitational is
to provide both the high school choirs
and the university groups the opportunity to share ideas on performance,
musk and conducting. The event is
non-competitive, so the emphasis is
on sharing and learning.
"This is a time for sharing ideas
for the choirs and the conductors,"
said Dr. David Greenlee of the musk
department. "It should be a lot of fun."
The invitational will be held Feb.
15 at 7:30p.m. in Gilford Theatre and
is open to the public.

Campus culture
\ \\ivl\l\ cuidc t<> arts >v
o Music
Whitesnake. with new guitarist Steve Vai. will be playing in
Rupp Arena Feb. 21 at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are $18.50 and all seats arc
reserved. The opening act, Kix, has a Top 40 hit with their latest
release, "Don't Close Your Eyes." For more information on upcoming events, phone 233-3S3S.
"The Musk Man" tickets go on sale Feb. 12 at the theater ticket
office in the Jane F. Campbell Building. The show runs Feb. 21,23
and 24 at 8 p.m. in Brock Auditorium of the Coates Administration
Building. Tickets cost $4 for adults; $3 for students and senior
citizens.

Q Video
"Lethal Weapon D"
Mel Gibson and Danny Glover return in this sequel to the
enormously popular "Lethal Weapon." This tune around, they're
going after apartheid. Gibson plays Martin Riggs. a cop living on the
edge, and Glover plays Sgt. Murtaugh, a cop with only a few years
left before retirement. Together, they create a screen presence
unmatched by any other set of actors. As sequels go, this one is leaps
and bounds ahead of its predecessor. The action is tense and exciting.
Gibson's character becomes more human, an unexpected detour
from the suicidal tendencies he exhibited in the original. Aside from
the action, thisfilm has some of the best dialogue ever seen inamovk
with so much violence. If you haven't seen "Lethal Weapon," rent
it Then rent its sequel; you'll never be abk to watch another Stallone
film again.

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
*
*
*

Nothing says " X Love tfou '
tifce /towers on Valentines
Day Teb. 14 ( Wed. )

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Bouquet $22.50

*

Embraslng Heart
Bouquet $35.00
*

Roses * Candy * Animals
•Balloon Bouquets $12.95, $16.50
Mylar Ballons $3.50
•Laytex Ballons $1, $1.25

Gel ,*

125 S. Third St.
downtown, next to
the bus station

»._. -^
* FLORIST

'Shop Special $17.95. $18.95
'Tea Cup Bouquet $14.95, $23.95

'Bud Vases $6.50 & up

*
*

•Arrangements $13.50 & up

623-0340

*
*
*
*
*
*
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Being all that they can be

Organization of the Week

ROTC cadets train to meet the challenge of tri-state competition

AFT members teach lifesaving safety techniques

By Susan Coleman

for you to do it, the whole team has to
Staff writer
cross at the same time," Lewis said.
The football team isn't the only The team with the lowest time wins.
group of university competitors with a We came in second in the fall."
No. 1 reputation to defend.
"It's really a run," he said. "You
"Everyone is going to be out K) get just can't march, you can't walk to
Eastern," said Capt Rick Lewis, coach win the thing. You have to run. So
of the ROTC Ranger Challenge team you're running with a about a 30which won the state event last fall.
pound ruck on your back and a
"We really blew everybody away weapon."
in the fall and everyone's going to be
In daily practice, the Ranger team
looking to beat us in the spring," Lewis works on the activities for the Chalsaid. "So we couldn't stock off. We lenge developing physical skills and
can't say, 'OK, we know we're good; teamwork.
we can slack off.' We're increasing
"They work every day on somethe intensity if nothing else."
thing, whether it is physical training,
The university will host the Bri- or whether it's on one of the events:
gade Ranger Challenge, a three-state bridge construction, patrolling, throwcompetition March 2 and 3.
ing grenades, weapons disassembly,
Each team consists of nine people, orienteering," Lewis said.
either male or female, who compete in
According to Lewis, orienteering
seven events. A night patrol event has is "land navigation using a compass
been added to the traditional activities and a map and using the terrain to
of the challenge.
figure out where you are.
"They conduct a raid and they're
"We construct rope bridges to cross
evaluated on their ability to plan it and rivers and streams and creeks and
the ability to execute it," Lewis said. things like that. The learn that wins is
"A raid is what you might call a the one that does it correctly in the
surprise attack on a certain target," correct sequence in the least amount
Lewis said, "and the object is to go in of time."
there and destroy all the equipment or
Lewis said the Ranger Challenge
anything that's there and get out real prepares the students for real Army
quick. It will take a good portion of the combat.
night."
"We're Army ROTC and what
According to Capt Craig Cow- we're doing is training future leaders
ell, ROTC public affairs officer, 10 for the Army," Lewis said. "The Army
schools have said they want to com- is about defending and combat and
pete in the Ranger Challenge in March. that's a logical way to have a compeHe feels confident that Eastern will tition; to take those tasks that are eswin the Brigade Ranger Challenge in sential to being good combat leaders
Marc h and go on the the Region Ranger and set up a competition based on that.
Challenge in April.
"It brings out good leadership, it
Last fall Eastern's team won first brings out teamwork, it brings out
place in every activity except the road super physical fitness."
march, where it placed second. This
Jennifer Garcia, a police adminiyear the road march will increase from stration major and the team's only
six kilometers to 10 kilometers.
female member, agrees.
"The road march is carrying a
"It's good training," Garcia said.
rucksack with all the equipment that "It helps with teamwork, and it helps
you're required to carry andawcapon," you build confidence."
Lewis said.
Garcia said that she is accepted by
"Itdoesn'tmauerhowlongittakcs the men on the team.

Progfuvtby CHARLES LISTER
"I think they look at me like I'm a
teammate," she said. "You need everyone's support I've got all of their
respect, I feel. I think I can keep up
with the rest of the guys."
"I work twice as hard in the 'ruck
run," Garcia said. "That's because I'm
shorter than everyone else."
"Our team has the potential to win
this year," she said. "We've got a lot
of good people on the team."
David King, who participated in

the State Ranger Challenge in the fall,
said that the training is strenuous and
very physical for the individual but it
also emphasizes teamwork.
"The military, when they look at
cadets and they see Ranger Challenge,
they know how difficult it is," King
said. "They know it asks a lot of time
for cades. It asks cadets to be
dedicated.It's very strenuous, very demanding, and you realize that not just
anybody can be out there."

By Lee McClellan
Staff writer
At 11:40 p. m. Feb.5. Tun Sendelbach was on the move.
Acar was on fire near the MinitMart on Second Street. Since firefighters usually stay on the scene
at least two hours, he got to bed
late.
Around 7:15 a.m. Feb. 6, Scndelbach was once again on the
move.
This time a motel was on fire
and he helped lay hose and supply
lines for the Richmond Fire Department
"I'm a little tired today," said
Sendelbach, president of the Association of Fire Technicians.
"We have about SO members,"
he said.
"Some of the people are in
other majors, but were volunteer
firemen in high school"
Sendelbach said the group
would like to grow and eventually
give a scholarship to a deserving
student in the fire science field.
The group devotes much of its
time to ongoing education in its
field.
On weekends, they attend fire
schools which are held by the
Central Kentucky Firefighters
Association or by city and county
fire departments.
At these fire schools, firemen
practice putting out intentionally
set fires and learning about safety.
Another responsibility for the
members of the club is educating
young children in area grade
schools about fire safety.
During the programs, members
teach children how to exit from a
burning building.
They also demonstrate the
proper use and function of smoke
detectors.

The children are also taught
the life-saving technique of "stop,
drop and roll."
If their clothing ever catches
fire, the children are taught to immediately stop where they are, drop
to the ground and roll back and
forth until the flames have been
extinguished.
Another part of the program
gives the children an opportunity
to become more familiar with the
suits and equipment the firemen
will probably have to use.
"We put on our firefighting
equipment and show the kids what
a firefighter looks like, so they
won't be afraid of us," Sendelbach
School children are not the only
people the Association of Fire Science Technicians educate about
fire safety.
The members talk to classes at
the university about fire safety in
the home.
The organization has been on
campus about eight years and enjoys a good relationship with the
Richmond Fire Department.
The fire department at the university assists the Richmond Fire
Department if a fire gets out of
control.
Sendelbach is in a co-op program with the Richmond Fire Department and also volunteers his
time to the ambulance service.
"It's hard work, but fun; something I enjoy," Sendelbach said.
However, he said after firefighting for five years "the long
hours can get to you."
He carries a beeper with him to
class and will leave if the need is
urgent enough.
"I won't leave class for a car
fire," Sendelbach said, "but I would
for a major fire."

A
BIG TIME
MEAL FOR A
SMALL TIME
BUDGET!
WSSMmm^mmypj,
ON., FEB. 12TH
(BEHIND THE NEW CHAMBER OF COMMERCE)

Ma Kelly's
HOME OF
GOOD COUNTRY COOKINT
ATA
GOOD COUNTRY PRICE
Hours
Monday - Friday 8-8
Saturday & Sunday 8-4
428 N. Third
i

■

pure nursing

Nurses at the University of Kentucky Hospital Implement
the latest, most Innovative procedures and make vital
decisions within the nursing framework. Our teaching
hospital leads In patient care, education and research
and offers primary, secondary and tertiary care In an
Inspiring, challenging, decentralized setting.
Recent graduate nurses entoy exceptional opportunities
In averse clinical areas Including trauma, medicine,
surgery, pediatrics, oncology and other specialties.
Thrive on professional excellence and appreciate a
quality lifestyle. Located In the heart of Kentucky's
Bluegrass. Lexington offers a flourishing economy, plus
an array of cultural, educational, recreational and
scenic attractions.
In addition, we offer excellent salaries and
comprehensive benefits that Include generous paid
holidays/vacations, shift and weekend differentials.
flexible scheduling, relocation allowance, outstanding
orientation programs. Insurance
coverage, growth opportunities
and much morel Explore of
that awaits you at University
of Kentucky Hospital and
Lexington.
Contact:
Department of Nurse
Recruitment at 1-600-872UKRN. University of Kentucky
Hospital. 800 Rose Street.
v
Lexington. KY 40536-0084.
0 $ pf\*
Equal Opportunity Employer.

Eastern Kentucky University

623-0030
119 S.Collins
Order one
large 14"
original
pizza and
pay the price
of a small
10" pizza.

Get one large 14" '
original pizza and
pay the price of a
small 10" pizza.
Not valid yntti any olttar coupon
0< ollar Valid al participating
locations only Not valid on
Oominot Pin Puja Sam ta>
additional wtvaie apphcabla
Otlat aqa-M Fabroan/ n 1M0

OnelO-fcOQQ
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icheese
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plus la.
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original cheeae
pizza for juat
$3.99. ipim i.. i
Not valid with any othaf coupon
oro»a« VaM) at patcipMing
lpc»»onionly MM yaw on
Oommo'a Pan Pirra Salaa Ian
additional **ia*a apptcabta
0"»
OK- a«p»ai
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Fatxuaiy ?8 logo
'9»0
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Walters sponsors RuinYour Roomie Game

Dancing the night away

Residence hall helps roomies set up blind dates with a twist
By Sheryl Edelen

ting permission, a student sets up a
blind dale for his or her roommate.
According to Tomo, the type of person the roommate may be set up with
varies.
'The person may dog'em out with
a guy they don't like, or if the roommate is nice they may set them up with
the man of their dreams," Torno said.
After the dates have been set, the
prospective couples contact each other
and agree on a meeting place. The
couples may then check in, pay the 11
admission and go down to the basement and join in competitive games
aad activities.

Activities editor
Ever been on a blind date? Was it
good?Bad?
These are the questions students
will soon be allowed to answer when
they take part in the "Ruin Your
Roomie" game being sponsored by
Walters Hall.
Being held from 8-11:30 p.m. Feb
13 in the basement of Wallers Hall,
the game is described by Kate Torno.
assistant director of Walters, as an
adaptation of the concept of a blind
date.
The game begins when, after get-

Center builds skills

Body analysis offered

The Counseling Center will be
offering group meetings for anyone
interested in building interpersonal
skills in assertiveness and communication. For more information, contact
Susan Salone at 1303.

The Wellness Center is now offering cholesterol, glucose, triglyceride
and body composition analysis for
staff and faculty only. The analysis
wiD coat $3. For more information,
contact the Wellness Center at 1694

Fry Torno, who attended the University of Iowa, the concept of this
game is nothing new.
"I went to the University of Iowa,
where there were 30.000 to 40,000
people. It was hard lo meet people,"
she said.
Torno's experience with the game
has both positive and negative oatcomes.
"I got set up with someone I
thought was a real loser." she said.
"But I ended updating him later on. So
I guess my roommate really did know
what was best."
Aside from meeting new people.

Torno also thinks the program will
allow a much safer environment than
real-life bund dating.
"n't a protected environment, so
they won't be stack with someone
they don't tike oat in a restaurant
somewhere,'* she said.
Students may be from any residence on campus and are strongly
encouraged to participate..
ReaiBaRobinaoa,aresideMofthe
hall, is basically in it to find someone
for her roommate Dedire.
"She says that there are no gays
around," Robinson said,"so I'm going
lo set her ap."

Talent show sponsored

ety of herbs for drying and blending
your own potpourri and seasonal
McGregor Hal Council will be
wreaths, as well as other gift ideas. sponsoring a showcase of talent at 7
Tuition for the course is $60. which pjn. Feb. 21 in the Grise Room of the
includes all materials. For more infor- Combs Building. Admission will be
mation, contact the office of adminis50 cents. For more information, contrative ainn and special programs at tact Alicia Booker at 4483.
1228.

Japanese being taught
Progress fhoto fcy MIKE MORRIS
ShunltaLee, a Junior finance major from LouIsvllle, and RUSMII

Ferguson, a awitorcorwtructton technology major from Plnavllla
enjoyed a dance together at a dance sponsored by Data Sigma
Theta Sorority last Thuraday.

Couples sought
Zeta Phi Beta Sorority is now accepting contestants for the Couples'
Game competition being held Feb. 14.
Find out how much you really know
about your malt. For more information, contact Rosetta Brim at 3192 or
Shon Goodwin « 3308.

Nights abroad offered

The university office of internaLambda Sigma, a sophomore honor
tional affairs will be sponsoring Inter- society, will sponsor die first of a
national Night on Egypt from 74 series of get-acquainted parties on
tonight in the Kennarner Room of the Friday at 9 p.m. in the Kennarner
Powell Building The progiani will Room in the Powell Building. For
feature displays, movies, music, slides, further information, contact Ron
films and lectures. Everyone is en- Wolfe at 1882.
couraged to come have fun, and meet
international students. For more information, contact the office of iiuernational affairs at 1478.

Farrar lectures

BAKED
C%r\
I gtl

Seafood '
Pasta

Qalu-d ftllijcctni
noodlci.
«a(ood and vcgelablc.

Sigma Xi will be holding its next
meeting at 7 p.m. Feb.13 in Moore
123. A presentation titled, "Interaction Between Subunits of Phosphorylase Kinsae," by Dr.Young Jo Farrar
win be held. For more information,
contact Dr. Charles Elliot at 1538.

The university division of i

Parties held

Crafting class begins
The Division of Special Programs
is offering a course in Herbal Wreath
Making and More from 9 am.- noon
beginning Feb.3. The course will show
how to establish and maintain a vari-

tional affaire win be sponaoriag a
Convtrsaoonal Japanese course at 6:30
Wednesday evenings from February
21 until April 4.Tuition for the course
will be $40. A course on howio combat
stress in everyday communications
will also be offered for $35. For more
Baal illation, rowan the office of
special programs at 1228.

Center lifts spirits

Tax forms available

The Spiritual Life Mission will be
held at the United Methodist Campus
Center at 9 p.m. from Feb. 1215Student speakers will be featured
as well as special guest singer Joe
Hansen. Services will begin at 9 p.m.
All students are encouraged to attend.
For further mformabon, contact Henri
Asher3432.

The roost frequently requested tax
forms and instruction sheets are now
available in the Documents section of
the John Grant Crabbe Library. If a
special form is required and no forms
are available, the staff will assist you
in locating one. Copies may be made
for S cents per page on the library
copiers.

in a creamy BSUCS Wiih
garden s.ilad

l.mutcd lime Only

and brcadatlck

i Wr Uie )00% Choleiierol
Free Vcteiablc Shonerune
1059 Ucrca Rd

Captain Dk
Richmond

Seafood

MAKE $25,000
SITTING AT HOME!
DONT LET THIS OPTORTUNrrY PASS YOU BY.

One Dinner Per Coupon

One Dinner Per Coupon

.Shrimp & Fries$2.00iC7a"ms"&'fr7es" J? .00,
Biu Su. Shruaa frit ud Huia r-u ».e. fClams. FriM and Hush Puppias
0*,.«P«.»,MO
|Da»a»pY»aFiee» . .

; :,v-- zLsz. Captaui Dfc , SJ- ;^::;r Captain L>fc
llSS""."
Seafood i L«^^^ Seafood
_One_Dinner^"er Coupon J _ One Dinner Per Coupon !
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«„
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AIL-YOU'-CAVEU
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OSE10 POUNDS
IN 2 WEEKS

Can you picture yourself making at least
$5000 dollars a week, every week? If you
can, I urge you to read this article, it could
be worth thousands of dollars to you!
My name is Mark Preston. I am 32 years
old and a self made millionaire. A few
years ago I discovered a money making
met hod that changed my life forever. This
a not just another "get rich quick scheme."
This is a unique new system that is in
demand everywhere, yet few people even
know it exists.
Anyone can do it. Trust me. If you want
to make money, this system is for you.
When I first started this money making
program, I was flat broke ana at least
$10,000 dollars in debt My family thought
I was crazy and said I should be out looking for a "real job." That did not stop me.
I was determined to make it with this fantastic money making plan I had discovered.
1 started at home on the kitchen table
with no capital Within a year I was taking
mover$2tWW) A WEEK... MORE THAN
A MILLION DOLLARS A YEAR, are
heard aw right, OVER A MILLION
DOLLARS A YEAR! I went from driving
an old beat up Pick-Up to a Brand New
Lincoln Continental. I paid for it in cash.
I bought a new home in a prestigious
neighborhood, a waterfront summer cottage, and a Townhouse in Florida. I do not
mean to brag, but these are my results using this amazing money making system.
Do not envy me, join me!

THE SECRET REVEALED
Everything you need lo lose
your first 10 pounds on the
Diet Center Program is included in our "COUNT
DOWN SPECIAL" price
We're sure that once you
experience the Diet Center
Program, youll want to continue to lose pounds and
inches until you are the slim,
energetic person you want to
be!

Get Serious . . . Call Today!
OFFER AVAILABLE AT PARTICIPATING DIET CENTERS

Dieted
Center

Diet Center of Richmond
213 St. George Street
624-1800
Gail Henry: Owner/Counselor
7 30 5 30 Mertday- Friday
9 00 12 00 Saturday
• 1990 Diet Center. Inc

I knew then I had discovered a revolutionary new money making program that
would continue to make me thousands of
dollars a day. It seemed so easy. I asked
myself why everybody wasn't nch? Then
it dawned on me that not everyone knew
about this secret method of making
money. Ybu do not need special training
or even a college education for this money
making system to work for you.
Once you have learned how to use it,
your money worries will be over for life,
ibu will have financial security and peace
of mind. This money making system is
perfectly legal and amazingly simple It
has nothing to do with real estate, the
stock market, or gambling of any kind.
It does not matter what your financial
situation is now You can start this money
making program at home in your spare
time with less than $15X10. In a few short
weeks you wiD see the cash start to roll
in. Once you put this money making

system to work for you, the skys the fanit!
KM will have cash to spend on whatever
you want, whenever you want it. Think
of it! Enough cash to finally put an end
to economic nightmares forever!

HERE'S PROOF
I am sure you are somewhat skeptical
at tius point. That just shows you have
good business sense. Read what a few
people had to say about my money making program.
DearMaik.
/ Ofwtttd your pMMM 3 worths *wo atiM
started using it the day Igottt To sty the least
1 was shocked at the results, last month I
deposited over $11,000 in my btnk account.
Thank you to much
N.C., Stuart. Florida
Dm Mark,
When I first taw your article I had my
doubts. I said to myself 1 might as well try it,
it least I'll be $25.00 ahead with your
Pntee. YkU, your material changed my life
being flat broke in July to practically a
millionaire m December1. If lean do it, anyone
can.
IS, San Diego. CA
Dear Mark,
Before I ordered your money mating method,
1 was slaving away cutting lawns for $4.00 an
hour. At 19 yean old my future looked bleak.
last week I made over SU.OOOm lest than 20
hours of work. I am the envy of all my friend*.
Thanks for a new life!
7.B., Loudcmville, NY

IT'S UP TO YOU
Kmr life can change now by taking
simple action. Order my money malun*
program today and see for yourself. AD
you have to do is follow tile step-by-step
procedures I provide you with. It wfl only
take you about an hours reading time to
master the program. If you can see
yourself being nch, you will be rich! I
make it easy for you. Included in my

manual a my unlisted telephone number
for you to call anytime you need help. I
guarantee that within a week of using my
money makine method you will see the
cash start to roll in. With my money making system, your success is guaranteed!

$25X10 CASH BONUS
I am to sure that my money making program wffl work for you, I am going to abet
you a guarantee that no one else can KHI
either raise $15,000 using my money
making system, or I will send you a certified check for $25.00. Thafs rfcht. $25.00
just for giving my money making program
an honest try. The only reason I can offer
you a guarantee like this is because I know
you are going to make alot of money copying my money making system. So much
money that I am putting up $25.00 to prove
it to you. hs that simple . \bu have nothing
to lose and everything to gain. The risk is
mine.

ORDER TODAY
It a not too late for you to start making
money with my program. Do not be
stopped by your fears. The single most
limiting emotion in you a the fear of
failure. I urge you to fill out the coupon
below and send tt to me today. I waf do
everything in my power to ate that my
money making program works for you.
There l. no rtok onyonr part Older Now!
The supply of my material is fanned
OrderawulberuW(>nafirst-coeBe, first
•erve basis Don't aatoath
I -ury not offer H again.
lb order, simply ■ out the coupon
below, or write your name and address on
a piece of paper and enclose $12.00 plus
$2 for shipping and send it to:
Marafreeton

6 Automation Lane
Dept. HB-94 PO. Box 13269
Albany, New Ifaek 12212

OK Ma*.
Mark Preston
lwawipaMtol%t»dBbycuti;lM|yuwa»or/a^iMfiinpMi. Ikwjw
I cannot faee bow your proem ■ backed by your $25 CASH SONUS
GUARANTEE If lam unhappy with tfw, manual far anyreaton.! may return Dest.HMt
TXXtmWH
* far aw money back On that baa*, here u my SU
ARMS* NY 12212
Addrea.

c*y.

.State.
rfaaat add SUM » haap cover the |

c mo M.P. tassaaai

4081C
Z*.

■and haodbnci

■ of your manual
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Clint Riley

One on One

OVC's woes
could cost
more than
it can afford
Wide is the gate, and broad is
the way, thai kadeth to destruction
—Matthew 7:13
Just when die men's basketball
programs of the Ohio Valley Conference were beginning to gain
some respect by the basketball community, they managed to find a
way, indeed several ways to take a
step backward.
Last season. Middle Tennessee
State upset Florida State in the fast
round of the 64-ieam NCAA Division I men's basketball tournament
10 advance before losing in the field
of 32. Ai $300,000 per round a
school receives for playing in the
tournament, a major chunk which
goes lo ihe OVC. gaining respect at
least in men's basketball is a major
concern of conference officials.
This season, however, OVC
commissioner Dan Beebe and his
conference officials have been hit
with wave after wave of disciplinary and academic problems by six
of the seven conference programs,
including Eastern. Problems which
— come tournament time — could
leave the conference coffers a little
less full.
Before the regular season ever
started. Senior Myron DeVoe of
pre-season OVC favorite Austin
Peay was found academically ineligible. Peay problems continued
when starter LaMonie Ware was
suspended for the season by the
Peay athletic department for
violating department policies. Then,
in December, Peay starting forward
Javin Johnson was suspended for
two games for kicking a chair after
he fouled out against Texas Tech.
Next, over Christmas
vacation, league-leading scorer
Darryl Brooks of Tennessee State
had Santa drop his gifts off to a
Nashville jail after he was arrested
for violating the terms of his
probation for cocaine possession.
Brooks missed two games for his
indiscretion.
Then it was the Colonels' turn.
Leading scorer and rebounder senior forward Randolph Taylor was
dismissed from the university Jan.
11 for failing to maintain an adequate grade point average.
As the old saying goes: misery
enjoys company. Beebe decided it
was time for Middle Tennessee
State and Tennessee Tech to join
the crowd. On Jan. 12, Beebe
suspended 14 players, eight from
MTSU and six from Tech following
a bench-clearing brawl the two
teams had the previous Monday. To
add to the situation, MTSU head
coach Bruce Steward forfeited his
next game to Tennessee State
because of the suspensions and
injuries.
Finally, during the same week,
Morehead Stale's leading scorer
Elbert Boyd was suspended for two
games following an altercation with
another student
In all, 17 players were suspended because of disciplinary
action for a total of 40 games, and
three top OVC players were
suspended for the season for disciplinary or academic reasons.
The problems couldn't have
come at a worse time for the conference. This season. CBS paid SI billion for the rights lo cover the
NCAA Division I men's basketball
tournament over the next seven
years. The $300,000 per round
being handed out now will be
dwarfed in comparison to what will
be given to schools in the next few
seasons.
Currently, Murray State is undefeated in the conference and right
now the most likely OVC candidate
for the tourney. But with the way
things are going, one never knows.
Murray was picked to finish fourth
in the preseason polls. Murray is
good, but are they strong enough to
bring the dollars lo Ihe OVC this
season?
With the OVC leading the pack
toward cost containment proposals in
the NCAA, a missed payday like Ihe
NCAA tournament could cost a whole
lot more than a game — it could cost
the conference.
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Morehead
hunts down
'Mongoose'
By Tom Marshall
Assistant sports editor
A strong defensive effort by the Morehead State Eagles stopped the "Mongoose"
offense, the brainchild of Colonel head coach
Mike Pollio, in a game played at Morehead
Monday night
Morehead used a trapping defense
throughout much of the game to frustrate the
Colonels'gimmick offense, leading to a 6558 Eagle victory.
"We knew they were going to start trapping us," Pollio said.
The trapping defense slopped the use of
Colonel backdoor cuts throughout the game
and held the "Mongoose" at bay all night.
"Our intensity was good, but we didn't
play as smart," Pollio said. "They were just
better than we were. They have the best talent
in the conference."
The Morehead victory ended a two-game
losing streak which had plagued Ihe conference-contending Eagles.
The Eagles jumped out lo an early 22-11
lead and had the Colonels battling to keep it
close. A 6-and-a-half minute Eagle scoring
drought saw the Colonels back in position for
a could-be win.
With about five minutes left in the half,
the Colonels gained Ihe lead 25-22 on a jumper
by Jamie Ross and a pair of free throws by
Brandon Baker.
Morehead pulled away toward Ihe end of
the First half and went into the locker room
with a 36-29 lead behind 11 early-minute
points by Elbert Boyd.
Pollio said his players were just not ready
to play and were not used to the emphasis put
on the Eastern-Morehead rivalry. But he said,
"They played extremely well."
The second half was marked by an almost
seven-minute gap in scoring by the Colonels
until a three-point shot by Chris Brown. The
slow-down game used by Eastern kept both
teams scoring to a low mark.
Eastern never got closer than 6 points in
the second half. Derek Reuben's three pointer
with 7:10 to play, cut the Eagle lead to 62-55
but little scoring occurred by the Colonels the

Clint Riley, editor

Lady b-ballers'
tough defense
wins two in row
By Clint Riley
Sports editor
Eastern 90, Morehead State 82
Junior forward Kelly Cowan scored 24
points and pulled down 10 rebounds lo lead
the Lady Colonels lo a 90-82 win over More head State Monday night for the team's
second straight win.
With 4:21 left in the game and the Lady
Colonels down 75-73, Eastern freshman guard
Cheryl Jones sank a three-point shot to begin
a 12-2 ran by the Lady Colonels which sealed
the victory.
Besides Cowan's 24 points, four other
Lady Colonels had a double-figure scoring
night. Senior guard Tracy Kindred scored 17
points while freshman Rhonda Hardesty added
12. Sophomore Angie Cox and freshman
center Jaree Goodin each had 11 points.
Eastern improves its record 10 the 300
mark at 9-9.4-3. Morehead falls lo 8-12.2-5.
Eastern M, Wright State 68
The Lady Colonels, with four players
scoring in double figures, managed lo pressure Wright Stale effectively to come away
with an 84-68 win and break a five-game
losing sieak Saturday in Paul S. McBrayer
Arena.
Wright Slate, 1-21, turned ihe ball over 39
times and was only able to grab nine steals
from the Lady Colonels. However, the Lady
Colonels were able to grab 25 steals, offsetting 25 turnovers of their own.
"If we can play defense like we played
tonight for the rest of the year, we'll be all
Photo courusy MARK CORNELISON right," Lady Colonels head coach Larry Inman
Sophomore guard Jamie Ross looks for a way to get a pass by Morehead State said. "But we have lo play defense with that
senior guard Keith Malone Monday night in Moreheads Ellis T. Johnson Arena. type of intensity."
The Lady Colonels, ranked eighth in the
nation in three-pointers with 5.4 a game,
rest of the way.
cent from the field, while Ihe Eagles hit 563
knocked down 7 of 17, including one by Kelly
The Colonels were led in scoring by Mike percent of their shots. Eastern hit 56.3 percent
Cowan with 9:55 toft in the first half lo give
Davis and Reuben, who each posted 13 points. of its free throws for the game, compared to
the Lady Colonels the lead for good. Cowan
Kirk Greathousc added 10 points and Mike 63.6 percent for Morehead.
finished as Eastern's leading scorer with 18
Smith finished in double figures in rebounds
Eastern will travel to Middle Tennessee points.
for the seventh time in the last eight games on Saturday and then continue Ihe road trip
Sophomore guard Angie Cox scored 14
with 11.
with Tennessee Tech on Monday. The ColoMorehead was sparked by a 20-point nels defeated Middle Tennessee in Richmond points while freshman Rhonda Hardesty and
Jaree Goodin also reached Ihe double figure
scoring night by Boyd. Tracy Armstrong last week.
plaleau. Hardesty finished with 10 points and
added 17 points and nine assists for the Eagles.
"You've got to be a little nasty to win on eight rebounds. Goodin, who fouled out of the
For the game, the Colonels shot 40 per- the road," Pollio said.
game with 5:33 left, scored 13 points.

Sports briefs

f

w& TOM S PIZZA

■ MEN'S BASKETBALL: S.niorforward
Mike Davis was named Ohio Vallay Conference player of the
weak last week tor his performance in
three games between Fab. 3-10.
Davis 6-foot-5, 205-pound forward,
scored 45 points and grabbed 30
rebounds in Eastern's 74-59 win over
Tennessee Tech, 67-51 defeat of
Middle Tennessee State and 79-66
loss to Wright State.
Against Wright State Jan. 24, Davis
scored a season-high 20 points and
Davit
pulled down six rebounds. Versus Tenneasee Tech Jan.
27 he scored nine points and hauled in 11 rebounds.
Davis' point total of 16 was the difference in the Colonels'
16-point win over Middle Tennessee State Feb. 10. Davis
also had 13 rebounds.
Davis is averaging 8.8 points and 5.9 rebounds a game.
■ INDOOR TRACK: Eastern's 4 x 400 meter
relay team which was denied a school record time last week
at the Mason-Dixon Games for breaking to the pole too
early, broke the school indoor 4 x 400 meter relay record
Saturday at the Indiana Invitational in Bloomington, Ind.
The Colonel team of Tasha Whitted, Tameko Powell,
Alicon Bailey and Twynette Wilson combined to shatter the
1987 record of 3:51.06 with a mark of 3:49.12.
Other top finishers in Bloomington included Carina
Winters and Robin Webb who placed one-two. respectively
in the women's open mile.
A pair of fourths were Eastern's mens' best finish. Larry
Hart captured fourth in the 400 meters while teammates Matt
Upp, Ed Lartey. Tim Member and David Hawes did the
same in the distance medley relay. The relay team finished
in a time of 1026.20.

■ WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: Th.
women's basketball team will host Marshall University Feb.
14 in Paul S. McBrayer Arena. Tip-off is set for 7 p.m.
I GOLF: The university golf team will hold open tryouts Feb. 12 at the Arlington Golf Course. Any full-time
university student interested in try-outs should sign up at the
Arlington Pro Shop by Feb. 12. Students who make the cut
must meet all university and NCAA requirements. For more
information contact Eastern golf coach Lew Smither at 2207.
■ QUOTE OF THE WEEK: Eastern men .
basketball coach Mate Pollio in an interview with the CourierJournal tried to illustrate that the recent disciplinary and
academic problems in Ohio Valley Conference basketball can
happen anywhere.

"These sort of things will happen when
you're dealing with a team of 15young men... With
a team of 15 nuns, things will happen."

• 2rt1

FREE DELIVERY

623-8772 623-8720
Free Breadsticks with any Order of
$5.00 or Morel"

J18" - 5 lb. Tom's Pizza 1 2 Tom's Salads !
J
2 - items
■ Chef or Antipasto 1
■
$9.99 + tax
! w/breadsticks J
1

additional items 99* each

$5.00 + tax

■ 10" Toms Pizza ! 14" Tom's Meat
1 - item
i
Lovers Pizza
t
■
,

.
$3.99+ tax

additional items - 50e each

.'
■

' (sausage, ham, pepperoni, beef, 1
■
with extra cfieese)
,

1

S>10.99+taX

i1 Tom's Sandwich |l8" - 51b. Tom's Pizza1
Special
(cheese only)
1

,

1

Qt. Drink *"

I
,

J

* ■ " * 9*« Drinks
J.— -._

$4.25 + tax

1

additional items - 99* each

Stromboli Steak or Ham &
Cheese w/ potato chips * 1

$7.99 + t8X

"
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University honors women athletes
By Tom Marshall
Assistant sports editor
Today has been proclaimed "Girls and
Women in Sports Day" by Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson with the theme "Women and
Sports: A Winning Combination."
In 1975, the Office of Civil Rights initiated
Title DC, which prohibits sexual discrimination in any education program receiving federal financial assistance. This rule was established to provide "equal athletic opportunity."
To highlight the accomplishments of
women in sports, the university athletic department has recognized the following Eastem women student athletes with the highest
cumulative grade point average in their respective sport Included in this recognition
were freshman athletes with the highest grade
point average in each sport
The following are the winners in each
sport and some of their achievements:
Lisa Malty-Cross Country
Lisa Malloy is a GTE Academic AilAmerican, recipient of the
Earle B. Combs scholarship, the Philip Mankin
scholarship and the Eastem "Triple A Award" for I
outstanding achievements |
as a scholar-athlete.
Malloy, an English I
major, is an Ohio Valley
Conference Scholar- Athlete award winner who has Malloy
maintained about a 3.9 GPA as an Eastern
student
"Running track and cross country helps
me maintain my time," Malloy said. "Really
it kind of farces me to maintain my time."
The situation of studying and running can,
at times, be hard because of the time needed

to do both well. Twice a week rooming swims
and daily afternoon runs can make the budgeting of time tough to do, she said
"But I wouldn't want to miss the cross
country experience far anything," she said.

college level by gaining a 3.S GPA.
As an occupational therapy major, grades
have become more important and studying on
road trips is not uncommon. Cox said.
"I really stressed last semester," she said.
Her schedule included 17 hours and basketball practice.

Susan Cokman-Track and Field
A Presidential scholarship and a 3.6cumulative GPA belong to shot-putter Susan Coleman.
"You spend all that time in practice. You
feel cramped for time to get things done,"
Coleman said.
Cole man said she hopes to gain a career as
an industrial psychologist after graduation.
As for her role on the team, "I have something to prove. I'm low man on the totem
pole," she said.

Danielle Mnhaffey-VoUeybaB
A native of Mishawaka, Ind., she has maintained a 3.91 GPA in the
honors program, while
participating as a member of the university volleyball team.
"You've got to want
to do something. You
must have desire to reach
your goals or you're not Mahatfey
going to get anywhere," she said.
Mahaffey said she was in the top IS or so
of her high school class and hopes to continue
her education in medical practice.

Tracey Oke-Pkld Hockey
Oke has been the starting goalkeeper since
her freshman year and was honored to the
1989 College Field
Hockey Association's
National Academic squad
for Division I schools due
to maintaining a 3.8 GPA.
Oke, a sophomore
occupational therapy
major from Vernon.N.Y.,
recently underwent orthoscopic knee surgery, but Ok*
plans to be back and playing next season.
According to Oke, her grades have improved from those she received in high school
and the Kentucky experience has had some
effect on her college career.
"The biggest thing is the language," she
said.

Tina Cate-Tennis
A child and family studies major who has
earned enormous praise from her coach for
her efforts on and off the court
According to her coaches her ability to
overcome obstacles has helped her become a
fine athlete and student.
Freshman
Lisa Brilhart-FieW Hockey
Lisa Brilhart, an academic All-American
in high school and an all-star defensive player
in Pennsylvania, maintains a 3.8 GPA.
"It's not impossible. Anybody determined
enough can do it" she said.
JodI Miller-Volleyball
As a walk-on for the volleyball team, Jodi
Miller has achieved a 3.33 GPA while balanc-

Angle Cox-Basketball

A member of the National Honor Society
while in high school, Cox has adjusted to the

ZQCC SCHOURSHIP INFORMATION FOfi
nCC
STUDENTS WHO NEED

MONEY FOR COLLEGE
Every Student la Mate tor Some Type of
Financial AM nepardtaaa of Oradee or Parental Income.

• w« have a data bank of over 200.000 listing* ol acrtolaraNa*, taNowahioa. grant*, and loana, rapraaantlng over Sio bSHon kn private eector
rVftOrTrQ.

CALL
ANYTIME

For A Froo Brochure

(800)346-6401

iI
ing her studies and practice.
"It's hard, but you know when you have
practice and when you have to study," she
said.
Mikki Bowman-Track
Bowman, from Berea, scored a 3.92 GPA
last semester as a participant in long and triple
jumps.
Her hopes include teaching and one day
becoming a track coach.
Brian* Abner-Basketball
According to coaches, Abner is a "dedicated, goal-oriented person" who has already

Need money?
Want to set your own hours?
If you have experience and like working
with people, give us a call - your schedule
is our schedule.

VI

V

&

Your Campus

Progrtss fut photo

RNs, LPNs, NAs

Medical
Personnel Fool
231-08801

• l«^nvacn<>«anrt>H>aaf»flh<antoatuda«itabaaadonihakacadaiw>clnaiiai>a.
career plant, family harltaga and place of reeWenca.
• Thara'a monay evaHabta tor atudanta who hava baan nawapapar carriers,
grocary ctoraa, chesrleedera. now emofcera. . .ate.
• AeauitiI (GUARANTEED

Sophomore Traesy Oka, an
occupational therapy major and
starting goalie on the field
hockey team, la among the top
women's scholar-athletes at
Eastern. The field hockey
team had the highest
grade point average
among Eastern
athletes last
semester with a
3.44.

Start Preparing Now

Phone in dedication week: Call THE ARK at
623-6896 and dedicate a song to the one you love,
then come down on Thursday, February 15 to our
annual Valentine's party and hear your recorded
dedication and song on the air.

COMEDY
CONNECTION
THE SHOW
EVERYONE IS
TALKING ABOUT
MONDAYS 8:30 pm
only at

Has Extended Their
Delivery Hours For You

Delivery Hours:
Mon. - Fri. 10:30 a.m. till 11:00 p.m.
Sat. 10:30 a.m. till 2:00 p.m.
Store Hours:
Mon. - Sat. 10:30 a.m. till 1:00 a.m
Sun. 11:00 a.m. till 11:00 p.m.
No Delivery On Sunday

624-9241

Forget-Me-Not
Flowers

Tuesday: DOMESTICS 99*

(Premium quality roses deUver a significant messosge
of coring. Send a dozen, six, or am) numier.

Let us take you on an
jf^ Escapade!

1051 Red Mile Road
Lexington, KY 400504

•SUB

Corner of 2nd and Water

shown vast improvement in her first season as
a college athlete.
Tess Woods-Cross Country
Woods made the dean's list her freshman
year and is a member of both the cross country
and track teams. She is a native of Carmel.
Ind..whomainuined a 3.5 GPA her first year
at the university.
Heidi Kallestad-Tennis
Coaches have called her a "very disciplined, intelligent and dedicated individual."
Tennis coach Sandy Martin expects her to be
a talented addition to the team.

\\ i (I in —il.i \ :

\.il

.V 15us.

..)<

Thursday: Moose* 99*

tSSSSHS 623-4257

Friday: Nat. A BUM. 99*
LADIES NIGHT: Bar and Call Drinks 99*

We Wire Flowers Anywhere

*• Bottle. Tavern U available for private paxtiee. For additional
Information aee Draw Sqnlraa.
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'Love affair' with Colonels
boosts Ruchka's efforts

Lady doubles
troublesome
for Eastern
Progress staff report
The university's women's tennis team
opened up its season Friday by splitting two
matches at the Greg Adams Indoor Tennis
Center.
Eastern opened play first against Ball
State University. Ball State and Eastern each
took three of the six singles matches, but three
doubles wins gave Ball State a 6-3 victory.
Joanne Dilanni defeated Ball State's Margaret Musgrave in straight sets 6-4,6-3 at No.
1 singles. Tina Cate and Samantha Roll were
also winners at No. 2 and No. 6 singles respectively.
"We played very good singles and the last
couple of matches I felt we shouldn't have
lost," Eastern women's coach Sandy Martin
said.
However, it was poor doubles play which
cost the Colonels the match.
Dilanni and Cate took Ball State's No. 1
doubles team to three sets but were beaten 61 in the final set Roll and Tina Peruzzi also
took Ball State's No. 3 doubles team to three

By George Roberts
Staff writer

Phil Ruchka stayed on campus for every
home football game his freshman year at
Eastern Kentucky State College in 1965.
He claims to have attended every home
game for the next 25 years as well.
"I have a love affair with Eastern football
and Eastern athletics in general," Ruchka
said.
This "love affair" has
propelled him into the
position of president of
the Colonel Club, a local
athletic booster organization.
Ruchka, who owns
and operates the Pink
Cadillac Car Wash on the
Progress photo fcy MIKE MORRIS
Eastern By-Pass, mi- Ruchka
Karri Barnett prepares to hit the ball with a forehand swing while her No. 2 grated to Eastern from North Hills, Pa., a
doubles partner Heidi Ka l test ad waits for the return during a match Friday.
suburb of Pittsburgh.
Upon graduation in 1969 with a marketsets before losing 6-1.
Carolina University.
ing degree. Ruchka decided to remain in
"In the doubles matches we didn't play
Again Eastern split the singles matches Richmond. His resume includes a stint as
that strong,'' Martin said. "We didn't play up with its opponent But against Western Caromanager of Speck's, which has since become
to our capabilities."
lina the Lady Colonels were able to sweep the the Family Dog.
Eastern's doubles play did improve in the doubles matches to come away with a 6-3
Ruchka has been involved with the Colosecond match of the day against Western win.
nel Club since its inception in 1978 and has
been president for the last two years. The club
now boasts some 900 members and has raised
over $300,000 for athletics in the last two
ment. Higgins decided not to keep the team
The brightest spot in the tournament for years, he said.
Ruchka offered a simple explanation of
score. A decision which made the Colonels Eastern came at No. 1 doubles. The team of
only have to count the tournament as one Duane Lundy and Derek Schacfer were the the primary method of fund raising the Colomatch instead of three.
only Colonels to advance to the finals. But in nel Cl ub employs: "Basically, you go out and
But Higgins said by his calculations the the finals, Lundy and Schacfer were knocked beg," he said.
According to Ruchka, the Colonel Club
Colonels would have finished third if they off.
had kept the score.
Schacfer was also able to edge himself turns over its funds to the athletic department,
"We really played pretty well," Higgins into the medals in the singles ranks. He was which then distributes the money to departsaid. "Effort wise it was an improvement over beat 6-3,6-4 by Tennessee Tech's Eduardo mental budgets under the guidelines set by the
what we've done and that's kind of what Gonzales in the semi-finals. Despite the loss, NCAA and federal government.
"The primary use of these funds is recruitwe're snooting at with this young bunch of Schacfer came back in the consolation round
ing,"
Ruchka said. Ruchka pointed out that
guys."
to take third.

OVC Invitational tests young Colonels early
Progress staff report
Eastern's men's ten nisicam got an upc lose
look at the conference competition over the
weekend at the first Ohio Valley Conference
Indoor Invitational in Clarksville, Term.
However, none of the conference schools
saw a glimpse of 10-time defending conference winner Murray Stale. Murray decided
not to take pan in the event and pulled out
prior to the tournament.
Colonels' men's tennis coach Tom Higgins was also a decision maker at the tourna-

not all of the funds raised by the Colonel Club
arc used for this purpose, though. He cited an
example of football coach Roy Kidd using a
portion of the funds for drug testing.
In addition to solicitation of funds from
businesses and individuals, the Colonel Club
offers three levels of sponsorship for initiation.
"For $100, we offer free parking in the
ColonelClubLot," Ruchka said,"whichgives
them access to the tai (gating activities, as well
as the Colonel Club newsletters.
"At the $500 and $1,000 level, they receive a stadium jacket, valued at about 50
bucks, as well as a plaque jn addition to parking privileges."
In addition to raising funds for athletes
and providing parties for sponsors, Ruchka
and the Colonel Club have attempted to bolster attendance for football and basketball,
the major spectator sports.
"Attendance is increasing steadily every
year," Ruchka said. "Football attendance is
up from 13.000 last year to about 15.000 this
year. Basketball is also up to about 4,000,
which is almost double from last year."
Ruchka said he and the other members of
the Colonel Club toyed with the ideaof allowing students to join at a reduced rate.
"We talked to Skip Daugherty. Jeannette
Crockett and several others, and the consensus among the administration is that it would
be a very small number," Ruchka said.
Ruchka said the only student he spoke to
about the subject was a former Student Association president, whom Ruchka could not
identify.
This June. Ruchka will resign his post as
Colonel Club president, but says he will remain
active in the organization.
"There arc too few people who have a real
love for anything outside their family and
their work," he said. "My love affair with
Eastern athletics will definitely continue."

WIN $20 CASH IN THE PROGRESS'

BASKETBALL
CONTEST

FILL IN THIS ENTRY FORM OR A FACSIMILE

CONTEST RULES:
1. TO PARTICIPATE: STUDY EACH OF THE ADVERTISER'S BLOCKS ON THIS PAGE. NOTE THE
GAMES FEATURED IN THE BLOCK AND PICK YOUR WINNER. WRITE THE NAME OF THE TEAMS
YOU THINK WILL WIN WITH THE ADVERTISER'S NAME FEATURING IT M THE NUMERICAL ORDER
THEY ARE WRITTEN. USE THE CONVENIENT FORM OR A FACSIMILE.
2. BRING IN ALL ENTRIES BY 5P.M. FRIDAY TO ROOM 117 OF THE DONOVAN ANNEX BUILDING
(DOWN HILL FROM ALUMNI PARKING LOT) LATE ENTRIES NOT ACCEPTED.
3. RR8T PLACE PRIZE OF $20 WILL BE AWARDED TO THE PERSON WITH THE MOST CORRECT
GAME PREDICTIONS. IF TWO OR MORE PEOPLE TIE FOR GAMES CORRECTLY PREDICTED THE TIE
BREAKING GAME BOX (GUESS TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN GAME) WILL BE USED.
4. ONLY ONE ENTRY PER PERSON PER WEEK. CONTEST WILL RUN UNTIL NCAA TOURNEY
PLAY.NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. REMINDER ■ THE DEADLINE IS 5 P.M FRIDAY AFTER
PUBLICATION.

623-2117
Fast Free Delivery
263 East Main
Next to Super-x
LUNCH PARTY
good for 3 to 4 people
LARGE 14" ROYAL FEAST
OR TWO TOPPINGS
OF YOUR CHOICE

$9.99
pitcher of coke .99
Dining Room Only
with coupon - limit 2
EXPIRES 2/15/90

GAME WINNERS
1.A.
2. A.

3. A.
4. A.
5. A.
6. A,

Kentucky at Florida
TOTAL POINTS
ADVERTISER
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

B.
B.
B.
B.
B.
B.

jt Beautiful U
OPKN HOI

AND AUTO SERVICE CENTERS

si: sri( i \i

Oil, Lube, and Filter

6 weeks lor $24.95

INDIVIDUAL PIZZA

8" CHEESE PIZZA
with two toppings

$1.99

dining room only
11 A.M. to 2 P.M.
EXPIRES 2/16/90

1. A Tennessee St. St Murray St. B. Georgia Tech at Louisville

n

fg BREAKER

NAME
ADDRESS
PHONE

Afot/jing saus...
I Love you, like
fCowers onVaCentine's'Day,
Jibmari) 14th.

tillage Florist

Call

125 S. Third. Today!

623-0340
£2
VISA

•See larger ad In this paper

€3

4. A. DePaul at NC State B. Alabama at Georgia

$1 1.90

OFFER- Unlimited use of classes,
equipment, whirlpool, sauna, lighted
aerobic floor, and specially designed
aerobic floor, and FREE nursery service.

With Student I.D

offer expires 2/15/90

Sun bed Pkg. 12 \isiis
1*12*1

l

minimi i i

624-0610

920 COMMERCIAL DR.
RICHMOND, KV 40475

$21.95

2. A. Memphis St. at Southern Miss B. Illinois at Michigan

623-2800

3. A. Kentucky at Florida B. Northwestern at Indiana

You just can't stop yourself.
sM you can sst sfc
Fluffy Pancakes * Scrambled Eggs

EASTERN BY PASS 624 2884

* Crispy Bacon * Spicy

Mon-Sat 11 AJ*.- 2 PM. ft S P.M.- 8 PM.
Sun 11 A.M.-2P.M. A 5 P.M.- 8 PM.

Sauaaoa ' Warm BiaculU Gravy • .
Fraah Fruit * Homaatyto

Mr. Gattl's

"FAST FEAST'
All Tou Can Eat
One Low Price

Haahbrowna * And Mora!

Lunch &
Bufl

&***

*

Al aif Soy's Aa-Vou-Con+ot Srookloot ana Fn*

$3.19

With This
Coupon
• Pizza • SpaGatU •
BreadsUcks * Dutch Apple Kids Ages 6-10 $1.99
Pie Pizza • Garlic Cheese Kids Ages 5 & Under 99.
SUcks * Freshly Tossed
Served 7 Osys a Week
Garden Salad*
Not valid with any other discounts or offers. Good
only at Richmond Mr. GatU's

5. UCLA at Arizona St. B. EKU at Middle Tennessee

B»f, you can't hole kut hoaa youraoal. And now, ho*
ym ■ aaal to p aal aava^sa, loo.

$.50purchooo "Soot prico ki town'

sS» SPM S ajia—nS SJSJ
m N. SMJsWsl Or.
!u*« law

6. A. Oklahoma at Iowa St. B. Morehead at Tennesse Tech

This Week's Winner Is Brian Mahan With 10 Out Of 11
Correct!
i

